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PRE FACE

General
This manual presents concepts and procedures for implementing flood plain management

practices which will reduce the flood risk to life and property Flood risks are reduced

through modifications or adjustments to a building design site location or placement of con

tents These techniques are referred to floodproofing measures which can range from

elevating a structure to the intentional flooding of a basement during times of flood

The purpose of the manual is to present construction techniques designs and building stan

dards that are applicable for the protection of life health property and the general public
welfare by regulating and directing development activities in flood hazard areas The pro
visions which are addressed in this manual are provided to achieve uniformity in the

implementation of floodproofing procedures and practices The manual has been formulated
such that it will

Provide a standard which local government adminstrators can adopt into a community s

flood plain management program

Provide a document which will be a design standard for the State of Colorado

Provide a state of the art analysis of design criteria for local flood plain administrators and

professionals

Provide a vehicle for assessing the economic costs and benefits of implementing
flood proofing practices

Today flood prone areas have been identified in 266 cities and towns and in all of the 63

counties Most of the incorporated cities and towns and all counties in Colorado have some

kind of river stream creek or drainageway within their jurisdiction

We estimate that five percent of the state s permanent population is vulnerable to flood
risks Over 6 billion dollars in property is now exposed to flood risks throughout the state

Approximately one half billion of this amount has flood insurance coverage

The key to reducing flood losses and the risk to life and property is flood plain manage
ment Flood plain management incorporates several measures to control development in

flood plains One small part of flood plain management is the use of floodproofing measures

Although development in flood plains is not encouraged it is not always avoidable Flood
proofing measures provide some means of protection for structures already located within
the flood plain This manual attempts to provide the necessary information for using f1ood
proofing as an alternative in flood plain management
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SUMMARY

The primary objective of developing a f1oodproofing manual was to provide local flood plain
administrators and professionals in governments and private business with procedures and

design techniques to mitigate losses from flood The manual illustrates examples of Colorado

flood proofing measures means for evaluating flood risks procedures for designing a low risk

flood structure classifications of building materials and the economics of implementing
floodproofing measures A chapter summary of the manual is as follows

Chapter I Introduction

This chapter introduces the concept of flood proofing It differentiates between flood control

measures and defines the various classifications for floodproofing measures and floodproofed
structures Floodproofing measures are classified as permanent contingent or emergency
These classifications are based on the degree of action required to implement the measure

and when the floodproofing measure is implemented in relation to the time of flooding

Chapter II Glossary

This chapter explains all the flood related terminology used in the manual and flood plain
management

Chapter III Physiographic Considerations

This chapter discusses the physiographic characteristics that should be evaluated when

development in the flood plain is considered The various characteristics include channel
cross section and slope vegetation soil characteristics erosion and sedimentation and deb

ris The discussion relates to how these characteristics affect flooding characteristics such as

velocity and depth

Chapter IV Examples of Floodproofing

This chapter presents pictoral examples of floodproofing practices which have been

implemented by Colorado communities

Chapter V Natural and Inherent Methods

This chapter addresses natural and inherent flood proofing measures that exist in flood

plains F1oodproofing features include use of island development natural building materials

existing streets and embankments These types of features create areas that are more feas
ible for flood proofing development by reducing velocities and depths or completely
eliminating flooding

Chapter VI Water Loadings
This chapter analyzes the various types of loadings forces that are present during flood

The specific water loadings and forces considered are hydrostatic hydrodynamic impact ero

sion forces and embankment stability For each force a discussion of general consideration
application and methodology is presented The methodology gives the appropriate equations

reqllired to estimate the magnitude of the forces involved

Chapter VII Design Criteria

This chapter presents criteria and general guidelines for general flood proofing measures

elevated structures levees and floodwalls This chapter addresses dimensions of the fill for
elevated structures on fill and general guidelines for structures elevated on posts piers or

piles General guidelines are provided for anchoring and waterproofing structures that will be

submerged to some degree during flooding A general discussion of types of levees and
floodwalls is also given



xII

Chapter VIII Closure of Openings

This chapter explains the various types of closure of openings Illustrations ar shown with
installation guidelines for different situations and design requirements

Chapter IX Internal Flooding

This chapter addresses the measure of wet floodproofing or internal floodpro

Chapter X Building Materials

This chapter gives a classification of various building materials based on their bility to resist
damage during flooding All listed materials are rated to flood damage or loss y high risk
medium risk and low risk

Chapter XI Basement Construction

This chapter is a detailed presentation of structural requirements for basemen walls and
floor slabs Illustrations and charts are shown which assist in computing allowa Ie water

depth based on typical wall and slab thicknesses and reinforcing The intent of this chapter is
to show the degree of structure strength needed to withstand the hydrostatic frees involved
Also in this chapter is a discussion of buoyancy forces and the major role the have in use
of basements

Chapter XII Electrical

This chapter provides instructions on the location of control panels fixtures a

apparatuses

Chapter XIII Mechanical

This chapter provides guidelines on the installation of heating air conditionin
and ventilating equipment systems

Chapter XIV Mobile Homes and Parks

This chapter provides a detailed evaluation of mobile homes in flood plains iscussions of
various types of anchoring systems are given including helix cross and dead m nanchors A
discussion of standarized anchor systems versus conventional cable and chain ipresented
Methodology to estimate the required number of anchors based on mobile ho e size water

velocity and depth of water above the floor level is given along with an exam Ie calcula
tion A major consideration in selection and design of the anchoring system is i meeting the
strength requirements of the Federal Emergency Management Agency This cha ter also dis
cusses layout of mobile homes in relation to the flood plain

Chapter XV Economic Feasibility

This chapter presents a procedure for economic evaluation of floodprooflng E ample
problems are provided comparing no floodproofing floodproofing and no floo proofing with
insurance
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INTRODUCTION

1 1 Concept of Floodproofing

Floodproofing is a composite body of techniques and approaches for preventing flood
damage to the structure and contents of buildings in flood hazard areas Examples of flood
proofing include the placement of levees dikes or walls around individual structures water

tight closures for windows doors and other openings wall reinforcement to resist lateral
pressure and debris flow elevation of building on pilings or fill use of membranes paint or
other substances to reduce water seepage into buildings installation of check valves at sewer
and utility locations to prevent entrance of flood waters

Floods are a major concern of Colorado s natural resources management activities Despite
the effort of federal state and local agencies to reduce flood damages through major flood
control projects the amount of flood damage that occurs each year is still increasing Annual
ly between 10 and 20 floods larger than a 25 year magnitude and an average annual flood

damage in the amount of 14 000 000 occur somewhere in Colorado Over the past 90
years over 350 lives have been lost and total property damage has exceeded 1 6 billion
dollars In Colorado the amount of flood damages covered by flood insurance claims was

162 745 in 1981 and 1 134 189 in 1982

Since the enactment of federal legislation in the late 60 s and early 70 s local communities
have been made aware of flood plain management needs and requirements Flood plain
management entails a wide range of measures to optimize the use of lands within designated
flood plains to reach an ultimate goal of flood damage reduction These measures of conven

tional flood control works include dams and reservoirs levees and flood walls and channel
improvements and diversions Nonconventional methods include zoning building codes sub
division regulations and designated floodways and encroachment limits However flood plain
management does not attempt to eliminate development in flood plain areas but rather it
encourages wise flood plain development to lessen the adverse effects of floods

F1oodproofing measures are only a small part of a good flood plain management program
Floodproofing measures are instigated through development regulations and building codes

Floodproofing is the technique of building new structures on flood plains or modifying exist
ing structures in such a way that the structures are by their design and composition affor
ded protection against floodwater and floating debris Thus flood proofing enables
development in low hazard areas of the flood plain where moderate flooding with low stage
low velocity and short duration is experienced when corrective flood protection is not feas
ible where structures essential to activities dependent on riverine locations need some

degree of protection where a higher degree of protection than that provided by a flood
control project is desired and for a reduction of flood insurance premiums

A decision to use a particular floodproofing method to reduce flood damages must be
based on the characteristics of the individual structure It is important to understand that
these techniques are not a guaranteed solution but rather their success depends on how
they relate to the structural condition of a building local soil characteristics and the type of
flooding that will occur

1 2 Classification of foodproofing

Classification of floodproofing includes both classification of specific floodproofing measures
and classification of flood proofed structures as a whole Specific flood proofing measures are
classified based on the steps required to implement them Floodproofed structures are
classified based on the degree of protection provided
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In classifying floodproofed structures the classification is based on the level 0 protectionLe flood proofing against the Base Flood The Base Flood Elevation BFE is sy onymous
with Regulatory Flood R F and the 100 year flood event The term Regulatory lood Datum
RFD refers to the Base Flood Elevation plus one foot freeboard as required fo floodproofing by the Colorado Water Conservation Board CWCB Floodproofed structur s are

categorized into three classes completely dry Class A essentially dry Class B nd wet Class
C Tabre 1 1 gives a summary of the classification of flood proofed structures

Table 1 1 Classification of Floodproofed Structures

Classification Definition

Class A

ClassB

Completely Dry Structures designed to withstand all hydrostatic and hydro namic loads or
elevated above the BFE Walls and joints shall be impermeable to passage of wate and water vapor
or first floors cited above the BFE

Essentially Dry Structures designed to withstands all hydrostatic and hydrodyna icloads A max
imum of four 4 inches of water depth may accumulate in a space during a 2 hour period
Wet Structures areallowed to fill with either clean or flood water to counter balanc outside hydrostatic forces

Class C

Specific flood proofing measures are classified as permanent contingent or em
manent measures are typically incorporated into the design of new structures a

require any advance flood warning or availability of persons to initiate action P
flood proofing such as elevation on fill is always in place and reduces the elem nt of human
error Contingent or partial flood proofing measures such as prefitted window a d door
closures require some type of human action to make the floodproofing measur s operational at the time a flood warning is announced Contingent measures require s meone to be
at the site during the flood warning and that an adequate flood warning plan f r the com

munity exists Emergency floodproofing measures such as sandbagging are ma eoperational
during an actual flood event Emergency measures are temporary and should b carried out
according to a pre arranged plan Table 1 2 gives a summary of the c1assificatio of specificflood proofing measures

Classification Definition

Table 1 2 Classification offloodproofed strutures

Permanent Do not require any action to
inititate Usually incorporated
into the design

Re uire human action to initiate
at time of flood warning

Measures used and initiated at
the time of flooding

water closure
flood walls
levees
elevation
removable fI d shields
watertight do rs

movablefloo walls
sand bagging
temporary Ie

Contingent

Emergency
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1 3 Types of Structures

The type of structure is an important consideration in the application of flood proofing
measures Four basic types of structures can be identified residential commercial industrial
and mobile homes Differentation between the type of structures is based upon occupancy
structural integrity and costs justified for f1oodproofing each The following discussion is
directed toward the building and floodproofing of new structures

In general the only practical method of floodproofing new residential structures is to
elevate the structure above the BFE Other methods of flood proofing should only be

employed when there are no other alternatives Residential structures typically do not have
the structural integrity to resist hydrostatic forces and flood proofing measures are costly
when the structure is located below the base flood Another major concern is the uncertainty
with respect to the occupant s safety The Federal Emergency Management Agency FEMA

requires enactment of ordinances that require new residential structures to have the lowest
floor elevation including the basement at or above the BFE

Commercial structures are not significantly different from residential structures when con

sidering applicability of floodproofing measures Small commercial businesses may not be
able to justify costs and may not always have the personnel on hand at times when flood

proofing measures need to be implemented Also due to the use of these types of structures

by the general public an adequate flood warning system must exist to enable timely eva

cuation Commercial structures are considered non residential by FEMA

Due to the capital investment often associated with industrial type structures it is much
easier to justify the cost of flood proofing Also industrial structures generally have the struc

tural capability to resist hydrostatic forces Industrial plants that provide public and utility ser

vices need to operate and be accessible continually Again industrial structures are

considered as non residential by FEMA

Mobile homes are considered separate because they are highly susceptible to flood damage
and require special anchoring to keep them secure when located below the BFE Further dis
cussion of mobile homes can be found in Chapter XIV

When evaluating the level of a structure in relation to the BFE for either residential or non

residential structures the lowest level of the structure including the basement must be con

sidered Pictorial examples of different types of structures as defined in FEMA s Flood
Insurance Manual are shown in the figures on the next few pages
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ONE FLOOR
NO BASEMENT

ONE STORY WITH CRAWL SPACE ONE STORY ON SLAB

CRAWL SPACE
ONLY

LOWEST
FLOOR LOWEST FLOOR

One story with attached garage or detached l5arage I
designed with breakaway walls or with openings I

at lower elevation than principal building area

CRAWL SPACE
ONLY

TWO OR MORE FLOORS
NO BASEMENT

LOWEST FLOOR
WITH WALKOUT
AT GROUND LEVEL

GROUND
LEVEL

LOWEST FLOOR GROUND LEVEL

Figure 1 1 Examples of residential structures Reference 10 1
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TWO FLOORS
UNFINISHED BASEMENT

UNFINISHED
BASEMENT

GROUND LEVEL UNFINISHED
BASEMENT

LOWEST FLOOR

J LOWEST FLOOR

OS
GROUND

LEVEL
UNFINISHED

UNFINISHED BASEMENT
BASEMENT

LOWEST LOWEST
FLOOR FLoeR

GROUND
LEVEL

SPLIT LEVEL
UNFINISHED BASEMENT

GROUND LEVEL

FINISHED OR

UNFINISHED UNFINISHED

BASEMEN

OSI
LOWEST FLOOR

GROUND LEVEL BASEMENT

LOWEST FLOOR

Figure 1 1 Continued
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FINISHED BASEMENT

TWO FLOORS
FINISHED BASEMENT

Elb1
GROUND

LEVEL

FINISHED
BASEMENT

FINISHED
BASEMENT LOWEST FLOOR

SPLIT LE VEL
FINISHED BASEMENT

GROUND
LEVEL It H GROUND LEVEL

FINISHED OR

UNFINISHED
AREA

LOWEST FLOOR

Figure 1 1 Continued

MOBILE HOMES

Figure 1 2 Examples of mobile homes
Reference 10 Uc s

i
I I
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I
I
I
I
I

I BASE FLDOD ELEVATION

m

m
BASE FLOOD ELEVATION

ORIGINAL GROUND LEVEL

Figure 1 1 Examples ofcommercial and industrial structures Reference 8
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II GLOSSARY
This section defines terms encountered frequently in flood plain managemen The

definitions are simplified to meet the needs of those who are not specialists i the field
More detailed and scientific definitions of these and other terms can be foun in several of
the publications listed in the bibliography

Backwater Effect The rise in water surface elevation caused by some obstruc ion such as a

narrow bridge opening buildings or fill material that limits the area through hich the water
must flow Also referred to as heading up

Base Flood Elevation BFE A term used by the State of Colorado and FEMA 0 indicate the
minimum flood elevation to be used by a community as a basis for its flood lain manage
ment regulations presently required by regulation to be that flood which has a one percent
chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year Also known as a 10 year flqod or

one percent chance flood

Base Flood Plain The flood plain that would be inundated by a 100 year on percent
chance flood

Basement Floor The lowest floor level below the main floor of a building

Basin The total area from which surface runoff is carried away by a drainage ystem Other
comparable terms are drainage area catchment area and watershed

Building Code Regulations adopted by a governmental body which set forth tandards for
the construction of buildings and other structures for the purpose of protecti g the health

safety and general welfare of the public

C F S Cubic feet per second Used to describe the amount of flow passing a given point in
a stream channel One cubic foot per second is equivaent to approximately 5 gallons per
second

Channel A natural or artificial watercourse with definite bed and banks to co fine and con
duct flowing water

Channel Capacity The maximum flow which can pass through a channel with ut overflowing
the banks

Cross Section A graph or plot of ground elevation across a stream valley or a portion of it
usually along a line perpendicular to the stream or direction of flow

Designated Flood Plain The flood plain boundary delineated by the base flo d elevation
after it has been approved by Colorado Water Conservation Board and adop ed by the local

community

Designated Floodway The channel of a stream and that portion of the adjoini g flood plain
designated by a regulatory agency to be kept free of further development to provide for
unobstructed passage of flood flows The designated floodway is within the designated
flood plain

Design Flood Commonly used to mean the magnitude of flood used for desi nand opera
ion of flood control structures or other protective measures It is sometimes sed to denote
the magnitude of flood used in flood plain regulations

Erosion The process of the gradual wearing away of land masses due to fricti n forces

created between flowing water and the ground surface
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Existing Construction For the purposes of flood plain management regulationsrequirements existing construction means those structures in existence or on which construction or substantial improvement was started prior to the effective date of a flood plainmanagement regulation adopted by a community Existing construction may also bereferred to as existing structures

Equal Degree of Encroachment A rule used in determining permissible flood plainencroachments that the flood plain on each side of a stream must be capable of conveyinga proportionate share of the design flood flow

Flash Flood A flood that reaches its peak flow in a short length of time hours or minutesafter the storm or other event causing it Often characterized by high velocity flows

First Floor The floor which is level with or immediately above the main point of entry intothe building For residences it is additionally that floor which comprises the main living areaof the dwelling

Flood or Flooding Temporary inundation of normally dry land areas from the overflow fromthe unusual and rapid accumulation or runoff of surface waters from any source The rise inwater may be caused by excessive rainfall snowmelt natural stream blockages wind stormsover a lake or any combination of such conditions

Flood Control Keeping flood waters away from specific developments and or populatedareas by the construction of flood storage reservoirs channel alterations dikes and leveesbypass channels or other engineering works

Flood Crest The maximum stage or elevation reached or expected to be reached by thewaters of a specific flood at a given location

Flood Duration The length of time a stream is above flood stage or overflowing its banks
Flood Fighting Actions taken immediately before or during a flood to protect human lifeand to reduce flood damages such as evacuation emergency sandbagging and diking andprovision of assistance to flood victims

Flood Forecasting The process of predicting the occurrence magnitude and duration of animminent flood through meteorological and hydrological observations and analysis
Flood Frequency A statistical expression of the average time period between floods equalingor exceeding a given magnitude For example a 100 year flood has a magnitude expectedto be equaled or exceeded on the average of once every hundred years such a flood has aone percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year Often used
interchangeably with recurrence interval

Flood Fringe The portion of the flood plain outside of the floodway but still subject toflooding Sometimes referred to as floodway fringe Also used to refer to areas subject toflooding by water with velocities less than the floodway area

Flood Hazard Areas The lands adjOining the channel of a river stream or watercourse whichwould be covered by flood water during the regulatory flood These areas embrace thoselands frequently designated as floodway and flood fringe or flood plain districts on the official zoning map of the municipality

Flood Hazard Boundary Map An official map of a community issued by the FederalInsurance Administration on which the boundaries of the flood plain Le subject to the100 year flood mudslide and or flood related erosion areas having special hazards havebeen drawn
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Flood Insurance Insurance on structures and or their contents for restoration or replace
ment if damaged by floodwater The term is usually applied to flood insurane under the
National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 as administered by the Federal Insura ce

Administration

Flood Insurance Emergency Program A phase of the National Flood lnsuranc Program
intended primarily as an interim program to provide a limited amount of ins ranee at

federally subsidized rates on all existing and new construction begun prior t publication of
a detailed flood insurance study and rate map for an area

Flood Insurance Rate Map An official map of a community on which the Fed ral Insurance
Administration has delineated the area in which the purchase of flood insura ce is available
under the Federal Insurance Regular Program and the actuarial rate zones ap licable to
such area

Flood Insurance Regular Program The phase of the National Flood Insurance Program under
which actuarial rates have been determined and the amounts of coverage an increased
which are based on engineering determinations

Flood of Record The greatest flood recorded for a location

Flood Plain The low lands adjoining the channel of a river stream or watercourse or ocean
lake or other body of standing water which have been or may be inundated by flood
water The channel of a stream or watercourse is a part of the flood plain

Flood Plain Management The operation of a program intended to lessen the amaging
effects of floods maintain and enhance natural values and make effective us of related
water and land resources within the flood plain It is an attempt to balance v lues
obtainable from use of flood plains with potential losses arising from such us Iood plain
management stresses consideration of the full range of measures potentially seful in
achieving its objectives

FloodPlain Regulations A general term for the full range of codes ordinance and other
regulations relating to the use of land and construction within stream channe s and flood
plain areas The term encompasses zoning ordinances subdivision regulations building and
housing codes encroachment line statutes open space regulations and other similar
methods of control affecting the use and development of these areas

Flood Probability A statistical expression of the chance usually as a percenta e that a
flood of given magnitude has of being equaled or exceeded in anyone year see flood
frequency

Floodproofing A combination of structural changes and adjustments to new 0 existing
structures and facilities for reducing or eliminating flood damages to the struc ures contents
and or their sites

Flood Warning The issuance and dissemination of information about an imffii ent or CUrrent
flood

Floodway The channel of a watercourse and those portions of the adjoining fl od plain
requi red to provide for the passage of a selected flood normally the 100 yea flood with
an insignificant increase in the flood levels above that of natural conditions

Freeboard A factor of safety usually expressed in feet above a design flood Ie el for flood
protection or control works Freeboard tends to compensate for the many un nown factors
that could contribute to flood heights greater than the height calculated for a selected size
flood
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Habitable Room A space used for living sleeping eating or cooking or combination thereof
but not including bathrooms toilet compartments closets halls storage rooms laundry and
utility rooms cellars and similar spaces

Human Intervention Activation of flood protection systems by manual effort during floods as

opposed to activation by automatic means

Hydrodynamic Loads Forces imposed on structures by floodwaters due to the impact of
moving water on the upstream side of the structure drag along its sides and eddies or

negative pressures on its downstream side

Hydrostatic Loads Forces imposed on a flooded structure due to the weight of the water

Infiltration The flow of fluid into a substance through pores or small openings The term is
commonly used to denote the flow of water into soil

Impact Loads Loads induced on a structure by solid objects carried by flood water They
can include trees lumber displaced sections of structures tanks mobile homes and chunks
of ice Impact loads are difficult to predict accurately yet reasonable allowances must be
made for them in the design of potentially affected structures

Level Degree of Protection The greatest flood level against which a protective measure is
designed to be fully effective often expressed as a recurrence interval eg 100 year level
of protection or as an exceedance frequency e g one percent chance of exceedance

Local Scour The scour that occurs at an obstruction in the flow is called scour The local
scour is due to the reduction of flow area and the resultant increase in velocity

Mean Diameter Is the diameter where 50 percent of the material has smaller diameters and
50 percent have larger based on weight

Mudslide i e mudflow A condition where there is actually a river flow or inundation of
liquid mud down a hillside usually as a result of a dual condition of loss of brush and the

subsequent accumulation of water on or under the ground frequently caused by a period
of heavy or sustained rainA mudslide may occur as a distinct phenomenon while a

landslide is in progress and will be recognized as such by FEMA only if the mudflow and
not the landslide is the proximate cause of the damage that occurs

Nonstructural Measures All flood plain management measures excepting structural flood
control works Examples of nonstructural measures are flood warningpreparedness systems
relocation flood proofing regulation land acquisition and public investment policy

One Hundred Year Flood A flood having a one percent chance of occurring in any given year
and which over a very long period time can be expected to be equaled or exceeded on

the average of once very hundred years

Permeability The property of soil or rock that allows passage of water through it

Profile A graph or plot of the water surface elevation against distance along a channel Also
termed flood profile if drawn for a specific flood or level of flooding

Recurrence Interval A statistical expression of the aveage time between floods equaling or

exceeding a given magnitude see flood frequency

Regulatory Flood Same as BFE when approved by CWCB and adopted by local community

Regulatory Flood Datum RFD Is the BFE plus one foot free board
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Structural Measures Flood control works such as dams and reservoirs levees and floodwalls

channel alterations seawalls and diversion channels which are designed to k ep water

away from specific developments and or populated areas to reduce flooding in such areas

Watercourse A natural or artificial channel in which a flow of water occurs either continually
or intermittently

Water Surface Elevation The heights usually in relation to mean sea level re ched by flows

of various magnitudes and frequencies at pertinent points in the flood plain This manual
denotes the water surface elevation by the symbol

Water Table The uppermost zone of water saturation in the ground
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II PHYSIOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR FLOODPROOFING
ACTI VITI E S

3 1 General

Flooding and subsequent flood plains are a natural aspect of the hydrologic ecosystem
Flooding plays a positive role in the renewal of the earth s resources by replenishing soil
moisture and depositing fertile silt from the river to the flood plain Floods become a pro
blem when combined with human development Prior to any human development the dura
tion magnitude and frequency of flooding is based on the dynamic interaction between
water runoff and the physical characteristics of the watershed that convey the runoff
Thus prior to the implementation of f1oodproofing measures enabling development in the
flood plain it is important to understand the physio graphic characteristics that should be
considered These characteristics include channel cross section and slope vegetation soil
characteristics erosion and sedimentation and debris

3 2 Channel Cross Section and Slope

The channel cross section and slope of both the channel and the watershed have a signifi
cant affect on the type and extent of flooding that occurs Steeply sloping areas and narrow

v shaped channels are typically associated with the mountainous regions of the state The

type of run off often associa d with steepgradient areas is short term with a rapid rise of
water and high velocity flows With high velocity flows it only requires several inches of
depth to sweep individuals off their feet High velocities also produce the forces that enable
the movement downstream of cars structures and debris High velocities can also cause

severe erosional damage Flooding along larger rivers or the flat downstream areas of rivers
that originate in the mountains occurs at a slower rate and at a lower velocity than steep
sloped areas Flooding in these areas is often predictable days to weeks ahead of time and
ample warning can be given However the duration of the flooding is much longer and the
extent of flooding is spread much wider

In relation to the applicability of flood proofing measures velocity is a significant component
in the forces that must be considered in structural design The duration of flooding is a con

cern in that access must be maintained for certain public services and protection against
seepage must be provided

Another characteristic that is associated with the gradient of the channel is the formation of
deltas and alluvial fans They occur wherever there is a change from a steep to a flat gradient
such as from a steep mountain stream to a flat open valley or where a steep tributary enters
a main channel As the sediment bed material larger stones and boulders and water
reaches the flatter section of the stream the coarser material can no longer be transported
because of the sudden reduction in both slope and velocity Consequently a cone fan or

delta builds out as the material is deposited In these areas the channel is very unstable and
the potential for lateral movement of the channel is great Thus development in or near

these areas should be avoided

3 3 Vegetation

Vegetation plays an important role in several aspects of flooding and the flood plain On the
watershed good vegetation cover in the form of brush and trees reduces the amount of
runoff by intercepting rainfall allows increased infiltration and provides storage by reducing
the rate of overland flow Vegetation cover also reduces the amount of erosion from the
watershed

As flood waters exceed the channel capacity they extend into the flood plain In the flood
plain vegetation tends to reduce the velocity resulting in storage within the flood plain and
reduction in the peak discharge
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Vegetation is also important along the banks of a river or a stream Along th bank good
vegetation adds to the stability of the bank and thus reduces the bank erosio and lateral
movement of the channel

A major concern when developing in the flood plain is removing the natural egetation and

the protection it provides When natural vegetation is removed measures sho Id be taken to

replace it immediately or provide stability for the resulting unprotected areas

34 Soil Characteristics

Soil characteristics are important in erosion sedimentation infiltratibnand seepage Discus
sion of erosion and sedimentation is given in the next section One of the m st important
soil characteristics is permeability a measure of the ability of water to flow th ough a par
ticular soil Permeability to some degree controls the amount and rate of sur ace water

infiltration and the zone of saturation A saturated s9il condition occurs when water occupys
all the available spaces or voids between individual soil grains Soils with hig permeability
such as sands and gravels have higher infiltration rates then clayey soils This implies a faster
runoff from clay soils whereas sandy soils may not permit surface runoff until saturated
However more importantly ground water and seepage are more active in san y soils
because of their rapid drainage characteristics

Groundwater and seepage are major concerns when floodproofilg and or de elopment in
the flood plain is being considered Groundwater level is a significant compon nt of the hyd
rostatic forces that develop during flooding and must be considered in the str ctural design
of footings foundations and basement walls Structures below the ground lev I must also

prevent seepage into the building thus the seepage characteristics of the soil are an impor
tant consideration

Another concern in regard to soil characteristics that spould not be overlook d in areas with

steep slopes is the possibility of landslides land slumping or debris flow As s i1s become

saturated they can loose their slope stability resulting in landslides or mudflo situations

Mudflow evaluation requires detailed analysis however a qualitative evaluati n of an area

can provide insight into the potential for mud or debris flow In general mud lows can occur

where an accumulation of loose soil rock and other debris on steep slopes bcome
entrained saturated with water The first characteristic to look for is a history of mudflows
and how often have they occurred in the area Areas where mudflows are for ed are charac
terized by quite definite geological geomorphological and climatic conditions of erosion pro
cesses and by the presence of mudflow forming centers Specific characteristi s include

badly sheared and shattered bedrock which yields fine and poorly sorted mic ceous fines
upon weathering and some type of narrow rock gorge or ravine where the de risand
weathered material can collect

3 5 Erosion and Sedimentation

Erosion and sedimentation are processes that occur naturally during flooding As thedis
charge and velocity of surface runoff increase the erosional forces also increa e All fine
material such as silts and sands become suspended in the flow Larger rocks a d boulders
are rolled along the bottom of the main channel The main sources of sedime t being
transported by the surface runoff are from the channel bottom and bank erosi n Sedimenta
tion or deposition of the sediments being transported begins when the veloci y of the sur

face runoff decreases to the point where the sediments can no longer remain in suspension
During flooding much of the sediment is deposited on the floodplain due to slower

velocities as water leaves the main channel

Sedimentation can cause several problems Low lying areas in the flood plain can become

completely filled over with sediment Sediment increases abrasive action and dds to the

work and cost of cleanup Sediment can also cause blockage of existing chan els diverting
water to new channels
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The major concern in relationship to flood proofing is adequate erosion protection of chan
nel banks earth fills berms and levees Where flood waters impinge upon or flow along
earth structures significant erosion can occur Figures 3 1 and 3 2 show a sequence of bank
erosion occurring during a flood and resulting in erosion of the bank and lateral movement of
the stream to where the ground was eroded from under the house Severe erosion called
local scour can occur where flood waters impinge against piers or piles and around the

edges of walls These areas must be protected with adequate measures such as riprap to pre
vent erosion and failure of the structure

Debris refers to floating material that is picked up and transported downstream by the flood
waters In a natural flood plain debris consists mainly of brush and trees that fall into the
channel This occurs as flood waters erode and undercut channel banks Eventually the bank
starts to slough and any vegetation or trees at the bank fall into the channel With human

development in the flood plain debris can range from rags and fences to cars and parts of
structures

Like sediment debris can cause blockage of the channel resulting in increased flow depths
and diversion of flow from the original channel The main concern is for the impact forces
that occur when floating debris collides with a structure in the flood plain Impact loads must
also be considered when the structural design is being done
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Figure 3 1 Cache La Poudte Rivelj 25 year flood event June 13 1983 Riverbank has

already eroded 1020 feet note fence lines leading mto river Photo

courtesy of the Fort Collins Coloradoan



Figure 3 2 Cache Le Poudre River June 22 1983
Photo courtesy of the Fort Collins Coloradoan

17
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EXAMPLES OF FLOODPROOFED STRUCTURES

The benefit of floodproofing can be best illustrated by showing the damage that can occur

during a major flood event One of the most significant flood disasters to occur in Colorado

happened on July 31 1976 in the Big Thompson Canyon During this flood 145 people
were killed and 418 homes were destroyed resulting in 35 5 million dollars in damages
Figures 4 1 4 2 and 4 3 show homes and businesses that were damaged in the flood The

damaged home shown in Figure 4 2 would have only suffered minor damages if it had been

elevated

The application and use of flood proofing measures is becoming more common throughout
Colorado Figures 44 through 4 30 show examples of various flood proofing measures being
used in Colorado The pictures are grouped into main categories showing elevated structures

flood walls levees and erosion protection A short narrative below each picture describes the

flood proofing measures or combination thereof and location of the structure

Figure 4 1 Cedar Cover Big Thompson flood 1976
Photo courtesy ofDavid McComb
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Figure 4 2 The water reached the second floor of this riverside house
flood 1976 Photo courtesy of David McComb

Figure 4 3 Flood damaged motel in Waltonia
Big Thompson flood 1976 Photo courtesy of David McC



ELEVATED COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL STRUCTURES

Figure 44 Fill elevatedjSpring Creek 100 year floodplain
Fort Collin sfCO

Figure 4 5 Fill elevated Fountain Creek floodplain Colorado Springs CO

21

HEIGHT OF FILL

NATURAL ELEVATION
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ELEVATED INDUSTItIAL STRUCTURES

NATURAL
ELEVATION

Figure 4 6 Fill elevated Spring Creek 100 year floodplain Fort Collins C

ELEVATED
FOUNDATION

Figure 4 7 Spring Creek 100 year floodplain Fort Collins CO
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ELEVATED COMMERCIAL STRUCTURE

Figure 48 Fill elevated Denver CO
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Figure 4 9 A WISE INVESTMENT by Harold Law These commercial buildings i

Greeley Colorado were floodproofed by elevating the first floor 0 ring the

spring 1983 floods in the Cache La Poudre River the buildings were ot
inundated as shown in the lower photograph

FLOODED
AREAS



FLOODPROOF COMMERCIAL STRUCTURES

Figure 4 10 Plumbing supply business located on 2 5 feet of fill Reinforced
concrete extends 3 feet above ground all doorsare water tight Note

lack ofwindows La Junta CO

Figure 4 11 Same bilding as above

25

REINFORCED
CONCRETE
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FLOODPROOFED COMMERCIAL STRUCTURES

Figure 4 12 Small motor and lawn mower repair shop under construction
Floodproofed to an elevation of 6 feet Doors will be fitted th
rubberized seals

Ii

WATERPROOF
DOORS

EXTENDED
REINFORCED
FOUNDATION
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ELEVATED RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES

HEIGHT OF FILL

Figure 4 13 FiII elevation home in Monument Creek floodplain Colorado
Springs co

NATURAL FLOOD PLAIN
ELEVATION

Figure 4 14 Fill elevation combined with erosion control
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ELEVATED STRUCTURES

Figu e4 15

FLOOD WALL EXTENDS
UNDER LE NG H OF
BALCONIES

FIRST FLOOR LEVATED ABOVE
100 YEAR FLO 0 LIMIT ON
CONC ETE PIE S

Figure 4 16
I

Figure 4 15 and 4 16 are of the newly rebuilt Ponderosa Motel in Estes
Park Colorado The original motel was destroyed by floodw ters



ELEVATED RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES

Figure 4 17Area around the residence is backfilled and sloped to increase the

elevation by 4 feet Note lack of basement La Junta CO

29

NATURAL
ELEVATION
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MOBILE HOMES

Figure 4 18 Elevated 3 feet on sloped backfill and concrete piers Secured wit
tie downs La Junta CO

Figure 4 19 Same residence as above

BEGINNING
OF FILL

ONCRETE PIER

ATURAL
ELEVATION
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MOBILE HOMES

Figure 420 Elevated 3 feet on concrete piers Secured with tiedowns La

Junta CO

Figure 4 21 Floor is elevated on fill 3 5 feet above 100 year flood limit
La Junta CO
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BARRIER
INSE RTION

4

FLOODWALLS

Figure 4 22 Concrete floodwall diverts flow arou d house Oura CO

Figure 4 23 Floodwalls equipped to accept barriers across openings

BARR R
INSERTION

I



FLOODWALLS AND EROSiON CONTROL

Figure 4 24 The floodway is contained by floodwalls and a concrete streambed Ouray CO

r

Figure 4 25 Concrete reinforced streambed and sides with an additional
floodwall The floodwall extends around the front of the house Ouray Co

j

33
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LEVEES

Figure 4 26 Flood control dike at center with road designed for 100 yearflo

level Protection for sanitaryTandflill St Vrain River
longmont CO

Ii
j

I

TOP OF LEVEE

NATURAL
l ELEVATION

tti

Figure 4 27 Emergency flood control levee built in spring of 1983 to pr teet a wastewater i
treatment plant fro 2S year I eveo e C che l Poudre Rive Fort Collins CO
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EROSION PROTECTION

Figure 4 28 Low flow channel lined with rock for erosion control
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EROSION PROTECTION

Figure 4 29 Floodwalls in combination with rock streambed lining or

floodwater containment

Figure 4 30 Stabilization of the riverbank with concrete riprap helps contai floodwaters and

minimize erosion
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v NATURAL AND INHERENT METHODS OF FlOODPROOFINC

5 1 General

Inherent flood proofing characteristics refer to natural and developed features of a flood

plain that in some way provide a degree of flood protection Natural features include large
islands rock outcrops shallow Heas and thick vegetation Developed features are structures

that already exist in the flood plain from previous development including embankments that

are parallel to or cross the drainage channel and actual streets themselves acting as channels

during flooding

The main purpose in identifying these areas is that they can be incorporated into a flood

proofing scheme and used to help minimize the overall costs of flood proofing and the

damage that will occur during flooding Every flood plain has its own characteristics and dif
ferent features The features discussed in subsequent sections are typical to many flood

plains However they are not the only features that could help mitigate flood damage The

main characteristics of all features is that in some manner the velocity and depth of flooding
are being reduced

5 2 The Flood Plain

In evaluating the flood plain for development it is important to know the different

regulatory areas within the flood plain The 100 year flood plain is also referred to as the

designated flood plain within the state of Colorado This is the area of land which is inun
dated by the base flood lOO year flood The area outside the base flood that is affected by
larger floods or by seepage and groundwater from the regulatory flood and is called the

secondary flood hazard area SFHA This area of land lies between the 100 year and the

500 yeai flood plain limit boundaries

The designated flood plain is btoken down into two areas the floodway and the flood fringe
see Figure 5 1 The floodway is the channel and the adjacent area required to pass flood

flows without increasing the water surface elevation by a specified rise criteria above the

existing BFE No development is recommended within the floodway The flood fringe is the

remaining flood plain from the floodway boundary to the boundary of the BFE Regulations
apply to development within the floodway and the flood fringe in accordance with the

Model Flood plain Regulations for local governments Reference 22

DESIGNATED FLOODPLAIN

FLQODWAY
FRINGE

FLOODWAY FLOODWAY
FRINGE

tSTREAM
CHANNEL

FLOOD ELEVATION WHEN
CONFINED WITHIN FLOODWAY

ENCROACHMENT I
ii i i iH iriiiii I ilt

C

AREA OF FLOODPLAIN THAT
COULD BE USED FOR DEVELOPMtNT
BY RAISING GROU ND

LINE AB IS THE FLOOD ELEVATION BEFORE ENCROACHMENT
LINE CD IS THE FLOOD ELEVATION AFTER ENCROACHMENT
SURCHARGE IS NOTTO EXCEED 1 0 FOOT FEMA REQUIREMENT OR LESSER AMOUNT AS

SPECIFIED BY STATE

FLOOD ELEVATION
BEFORE ENCROACHMENT
ON FLOODPLAIN
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5 3 Natural Features

Natural features that can be incorporated as flood proofing include various n turally occur

ring structures in the flood plain One very obvious feature is islands that occur within a

flood plain which are not submerged during the regulatory flood Two examp es of this fea
ture are shown in Figures 5 2 and 5 3 The figures show two different areas al ng the Gun
nison River Figure 5 3 shows the actual flood plain boundary around the isla d As shown in
the figures it is important that access to such areas be designed and elevate above the
regulatory fJood

A second type of natural flood proofing feature is rock outcrops and stone b ilding materiats
Large rock outcrops can be used as part of an anchoring system by securing he structure to
the outcrop Large stones are good building materials for both buildings and lood walls

Figure 54 shows a picture of the highway maintenance building constructed partly of rock
which survived the Big Thompson Flood Other structures that add weight an thus stability
include rock chimneys walls and stairways Placed on the downstream side f the structure

they can add significant stability

Along with rock type structures large trees and dense vegetation can be us d on the
upstream side of a building structure to divert flood flows and reduce velocit es

l

C r
Figure 5 2 Island development
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1o t l
t

r

Figure 5 3 Island development

Figure 5 4 This area of Drake was once covered with small houses The

highway maintenance building survived the Big Thompson Flood
1976 Photo courtesy of David McComb
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54 DevelopmentFeatures i

Development features in the flood plain that reduce flooding can provide Iaded flood pro

tection for flood proofed structures One of the most prominant features th texist in flood

plains are various types of embankments Highway streets and railroads all quire
embankments and are often located parallel to major streams and rivers f n times these

embankments reduce or even eliminate flooding in nearby areas The area downstream of

embankments generally have lower flood velocities and flood depths outsi e the main chan

nel Figure 5 5 shows an example of a large embankment which provides fl od control pro

tection on Dad Clark Gulch at Broadway Street Crossing in the Denver me ropolitan area

Another type of development feature that can be considered is streets St eets by their

nature have a capacity to carry water As the grade increases this capacity increases Thus

streets paralleling and draining away from ponding areas can be used to re uce flood depths
by eliminating standing and shallow flooding

Development features to reduce flooding are not being advocated by the preceding discus

sion However when they do exist the areas that are affected by the redu ed flood potential
canbe considered as potential flood plain development areas

Figure 5 5 A roadway embankement which was designed and constructe d toprovi e 100 year flood
control protection to downstream floodprain lands Broadway roadway c ossing of DadClark
Gulch in Douglas County Colorado

t
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VI WATER lOADINGS

6 1 General

Before any significant structure is built investigation should be done to determine the

expected loads that will be placed on it Not just the magnitude but also the point of

application and the direction of the forces must be determined The most common loads

that are considered are dead load and gravity live load

Dead load includes the weight of all permanent construction materials equipment and for

ces resulting from prestressing live loads act when the structure is in service and vary in

magnitude and location Another type of load restraint results from such things as swelling
and shrinkage of structural components differential settling and creep

This chapter will define and explain the additional forces which may be placed on a struc

ture by the environment specifically a floodwater environment The forces can be of con

siderable magnitude As a comparison with hurricane winds a 100 mile per hour mph wind

blowing on the side of a house has the same dynamic loading effect as 12 inches of water

flowing at a velocity of 10 mph 147 fps It is also possible to have a combination of forces

wind and water for example working against a structure at the same time The structure

must therefore be able to withstand the sum of all these forces and the normal structural

loads already mentioned The following sections present the additional loading conditions

and forces that must be considered when a structure is located in a flooding environment

6 2 Hydrostatic Loads

Water at rest will exert a pressure against a submerged surface The resulting force is called

a hydrostatic load and can occur above or below ground The magnitude of such a load is

equal to the water pressure times the surface area on which the pressure acts Pressure at

any point is equal to the specific weight of water 624 Ib fp for average conditions times

the height of water above the point or times the height to which unconfined water would

rise above the point This convention uses atmospheric pressure as the zero datum and is

valid for the problems dealt with in this manual Hydrostatic pressure at any point is equal in

all directions and acts normal 2 perpendicular to the surface of an object A simple
classification of hydrostatic forces groups them into vertical lateral and uplift forces

6 2 1 Types of Forces

Vertical loads are simply caused by the weight of water and act downward on horizontal or

inclined surfaces Lateral hydrostatic loads act in a horizontal direction on vertical or inclined

surfaces They tend to cause lateral displacement or overturning of buildings or other objects
Uplift loads act vertically upward on the underside of objects The net result of vertical and

uplift force is called buoyant force and it always acts upward

6 2 2 Application

Certain types of structures will be greatly affected by one kind of hydrostatic load and may
not be affected significantly by other kinds of hydrostatic loading Consider first a structure

elevated on piers above the BFE The net hydrostatic effect on the piers and structure is

negligible At the other extreme would be a relatively watertight structure totally submerged
All three forces defined above would be contributing greatly to the loading on the structure

A similar example would be an empty storage tank in a flooded basement If such a situation

is anticipated the anchoring and or bolting down of the tank may quite easily be designed
to withstand the buoyant force Another type of structure a f1oodwall may have only the
lateral hydrostatic load on it if the ground below is not saturated

The purpose of these examples is to show that it is possible to anticipate the kind of hyd
rostatic loading that will occur Once that is determined a design can be made that will

accommodate those loads
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6 2 3 Methodology

The basic equations for analyzing hydrostatic forces are presented here The will be used
in examples and applications in the following chapters

During a flooding condition the buildup or depth of water a structure is su ject to creates a

hydrostatic pressure distribution where the pressure ph acting at a point is

p yeh

where p is in pounds per square foot y is the specific weight of water 6 4 Ibs ft 3 and
h is generally the distance in feet measured vertically downward from the ater surface to

the point of action see Figure 6 1 The resultant horizontal hydrostatic force FH acting per
lineal foot on a submerged wall or basement is the total area of the pressure distribution
given by

FH Y2 P e h Y2 yh2

where distance h is from the water surface to the ground level or bottom 0 the wall and
FH is in pounds per lineal foot The resultant force is assumed to act horizon ally at a point
h 3 from the bottom see Figure 6 1

HYDROSTATIC
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

Fh RESULTANT LATER L FORCE DUE

TO HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

P PRESSURE AT A EPTH h

t SPECIFIC WEIGHT OF WATER

FH tPh tlhl

P h

Figure 6 1 Hydrostatic force diagram

This condition assumes that the structure or wall is completely above groun When the
wall is part of a basement that is below ground the soil pressure must also b considered
The condition where lateral soil pressure must be considered is discussed lat r in this
section
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The resultant of vertical forces is called uplift or the bUQyant force and designated as FB and
is assumed to act at the center of a horizontal area Buoyant forces are determined by
calculating the volume of water displaced by the submerged or partially submerged object
The resultant buoyant force is simply y times the volume of displaced water Figure 6 2

depicts a house with a basement subjected to a saturated soil in addition to a water level
surcharge equal to h In this saturated condition the soil particles are ineffective in transmit
ting any vertical pressure and the total vertical height of the wall in contact with soil and
water is considered submerged and FB yAH

slll 1 81It 11

Fa AHr A AREA OF HORIZONTAL
z

FLOOR SURFACE FT

Figure 6 2 Buoyancy force diagram

The special case of lateral water loading combined with soil loading requires a separate
analysis This situation occurs when 1 flooding is of a duration to allow saturation of the soil
or 2 the groundwater and seepage are above the level of the bottom floor elevation The
most common examples for this condition are structures with basements The following
methodologies to calculate the hydrostatic forces assume saturation of the soil around the
structure Two types of soil conditions are considered granular and cohesive For determina
tion of combined soil and hydrostatic pressure the Rankine Theory for active soil pressure is
used For a detailed discussion of this theory the reader is referred to Reference 29

Under normal loading conditions without flooding the weight of soil around a basement
creates a pressure distribution similar to the hydrostatic pressure distribution for water Dur

ing flooding conditions and assuming saturated the effective soils the effective weight of the
soil is reduced due to buoyancy forces on the soil particles and the effective soil pressure is
reduced The resultant horizontal force FH is due to the pressure distribution caused by the

specific weight of water and the effective saturated weight of soil The combined specific
weight of water plus the effective saturated weight of soil is called the equivalent fluid

weight Yeq The equivalent fluid weight varies based on the water surface elevation in com

parison to the ground surface elevation Based on a typical basement wall height of eight
feet three conditions are assumed

Condition One The surcharge or height of water above ground level h is less than 25
percent of the total depth of soil and water loading H see Figure 6 3

Condition Two The surcharge or height of water above ground level h s between
twenty five to seventy five percent of the total depth of soil and water loading

H see Figure 6 3
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Condition Three The surcharge or height of water above ground level h is greater
than seventy five percent of the total depth of soil and water loading H see

Figure 6 3

if

h

GROUND

H

TOTAL DEPTH OF ATER
AND SOIL LOADING

I

0

e A

Figure 6 3 Combination soil water loading

All three conditions assume that height of surcharge hi is measured from th water surface
to the ground surface see Figure 6 3 and the total loading height H does ot exceed the
height of the basement wall or eight feet For condition one it is assumed th t the water sur
face elevation and ground elevation are equal Figure 6 4 For condition two the soil pre
ssure is compensated for by multiplying the specific weight of water by a fac or of 1 15 to
obtain the equivalent fluid weight For the third condition the soil pressure b comes negligible and the specific weight of water is used for the equivalent fluid weight

For condition two and three the resultant horizontal force is calculated as s own in Figure6 1 except that for condition two Yw is increased by a factor of 1 15 For c ndition one
where the ground elevation is assumed equal to the water surface elevation he equivalent
weight is calculated using the Rankine analysis for soil pressure

F 1 z
H 2lreqa

o H

J
PH LATERAL PRES SURE AT BOTTOM 1 eq 0

Filture 6 4 Soilwater force diagram
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Example Calculation Equivalent Fluid Weight Condition One

By the Rankine analysis for a granular soil

PH KaPv Pw

KaYsat Yw al Ywa
for Ka 13

Ysat 120

w 624

PH 113 120 624 624 a

PH 81 6 a

Thus Yeq 81 6 Ibs ft03

For cohesive nonexpansive clays the equation becomes

PH KaPr 2c Pw

PH Ka Ysat Yw Yw a VK 2c

PH 81 6 a 2c

where Ka Rankine active lateral pressure coefficient
a Depth from saturated ground surface to point of pressure interest ft
PH lateral pressure psO
Pv Vertical soil pressure psO
Pw Hydrostatic water pressure psO
V Effective unit weight of soil psO
Ysat Unit weight of saturated soil pcO
Yeq Equivalent fluid weight pcO
c Unit cohesion psO Determined by laboratory tests on field samples
Vw Unit weight of water pcO

i

Thus for nonexpansive cohesive soils the net loading is slightly less It should be pointed
out that expansive soils can produce large loads when saturated However one should con

sult a soil engineer when dealing with all types of clay soils Table 6 1 gives effective
saturated soil weights and equivalent fluid weights for various types of soils which are

classified in Table 6 2 Table 6 3 again presents the three conditions assumed for application
to basement design The equivalent fluid weights presented in this chapter will be used in

Chapter XI for evaluation of basements in flood plains
v
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6 3 Hydrodynamic Loads

6 3 1 General

As water moves around astructure it creates what is known as hydrodynam c loading This
loading or force is created by the moving water impinging on the structure a d thus is highlydependent on the velocity of flow

6 3 2 Application

The most frequently considered hydrodynamic loads are those that occur ab ve groundwhere velocities may be relatively high However this kind of load can occur below the
ground level if openings or conduits exist which allow free flow of the flood ater The
important consideration for hydrodynamic loads during floods is velocity For ow velocities
especially below 5 fps the effect is often relatively insignificant Water veloci ies usually dec
rease with distance from the main channel of a stream Because of this the I cation of a
structure within a flood plain may help determine whether to design for hydr dynamic load

6 3 3 Methodology The equation for dynamic pressure Pd is

v2P d CdP T

where mass density P is normally equal to approximately 1 94 slugs ftlfor w ter Velocity V
is in feet per second and Pd will be in pounds per square foot The drag co fficient Cd is

dimensionless and depends on the shape of the object around which the wat r is flowingStudies have shown the maximum Cd for mobile homes Is 1 31 Unless a det i1ed analysis is
performed for a particular structural shape a value of 1 25 should be the mini um Cd
used From research related to wind resistance the value of Cd can be deter ined from the
width to height ratio b h Where the width is the structure side perpendicul r to the flow
and the height is the depth of water above the bottom floor of the structure able 64 givesCd values for different b h ratios Once the hydrodynamic pressure is know it must be
applied over the area upon which the water is impacting

Table 6 1 Effective Equivalent Fluid Weights

Soil Type
Effective Weight of
Saturated Soif Ysat

eg Equivalent
Fluid Weight

Clean sand and gravel GW GP SW
SP

Dirty sand and gravelof restricted
permeability GM GM GP SM
SM SP

Stiff residual silts and clays
silty fine sands clayey sands
and gravels CL ML CH MH
SM Sc GC

Very soft to soft clay silty
clay organic silt and clay
CL ML OL CH MH OH

Medium to stiff clay deposited in
chunks and protected from
infiltration CL CH

30 pet

35

92

97

45 107

100 162

120 182



Table 6 2 Unified Soil Classification System
ASTM 02487

Soil
Type

Group
Symbol Description

GRAVELS

GW
GP
GM
GC

SW
SP
SM
SC
Ml
Cl

SANDS

FINE GRAINED

SILTS AND
CtAYS

OL
MH
CH
OH

Well graded gravels and gravel sand mixtures litlle or not fines

Poorly graded gravels and gravel sand mixtures little or no fines

Silty gravels gravel sandsilt mixtures

Clayey gravels gravel sand c1ay mixtures

Well graded sands and gravelly sands little or no fines

Poorly graded sands and gravelly sands little or no fines
Silty sands sand silt mixtures

Clayey sands sandclay mixtures

Inorganic silts very fine sands rock flour silty or clayey fine sands
Inorganic clays or low to medium plasticity gravelly clays sandy clays silty days Il dn

clays

Organic silts and organic silty clays of low plasticity
Inorganic silts micaceoys or diatomaceous line sands or silts elastic silts

Inorganic clays of high plasticity fat clays
Organic clays of medium to high plasticity

Several standardiled tests are required to positively identify aspecific soil class

Table 6 3 Effective Equivalent Fluid Weight for Assumed Soil Water Loading Conditions

Soil water loading
Condition Assumption Yeq

Table 6 1h 0 25 H

0 25 h h O 75H

h 0 75 H

Full soil height to

elevation of free
water surface a H

Ignore soil and

apply factor
1 15xyw

Ignore soil Yw

Table 6 4 Drag Coefficients

I
r

I

Ar
I

b

I

f
ONE EDGE
ON GROUND

ABOvE GROUND
II 0 2511

WATER NORMAL TO FACE

Width to height ratio blh
Wall above ground f I on ground

From 0 5 to 6
10
16
20
40
60

80 or more

From 1 to 12
20
32
40
80

120
160 or more

Ora CoeffICient C
I

1 2

1 3

1 4
1 5
1 75
1 8
2 0

t
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For example two feet of water hitting the broadside of a 50 ft by 30 ft hous and a

velocity of 7 5 fps Based on depth of water versus width ratio of 25 the Cd actor is

approximately 1 3

V2
Pd CdP 2

1 30 1 94

2

70 9 Ib ft2

Fo Pd x area

70 9 x 2 x 50

7 093 Ibs

lhe resultant force Fo is assumed to act at the center of Its applied area or at the one foot
levelo in the example

For cases when water velocities do not exceed 10 fps dynamic effects of the ater may be
converted to equivalent hydrostatic loads The calculation is

dh CdV2
2g

Acceleration of gravity g is 32 2 fps The depth dh is in feet and is added to he design
depth of water only on the upstream side of the building This eliminates the eparate treat
ment of hycjrodynamic loads

For the same previous example used to calculate Po the increased water dept for an

equivalent hydrostatic load would be

dh CdV2
2g

1 3 7 5 2

2 32 2

1 1 ft

The effective depth would be 2 1 1 3 1 feet
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64 Impact Loads

64 1 General

An impact load results when any object or material which is carried by the flood water
strikes a structure It is very difficult to accurately predict the exact effect of impact loads
However an estimate must be made of these loads when designing a structure in the flood

plain Impact loads may be classified as normal special and extreme

64 2 Application

Normal impact loads are caused by such things as logs ice blocks or floatable objects of a

size that are often encountered in flooding The normal impact load that should be con

sidered for design purposes is a concentrated load acting horizontally at the BFE or at any
point below it equal to the impact force produced by a 1 000 pound mass traveling at the

velocity of the flood water and acting on a one square foot surface of the structure

When large conglomerates of floatable obje ts such as accumulation of ice floats or debris
strike a structure it is known as a special impact load In an area where these loads may
occur the design intensity should be 100 pounds per foot acting horizontally over a onefoot
wide horizontal strip at the BFE or at any level below it Special impact loads may be ignored
if natural or man made barriers exist which would effectively prevent the loads from occur

ring on the structure

Loads which relate to large objects such as runaway barges or collapsed buildings that are

being moved by the water are classified as extreme impact loads In the vast majority of
cases it is impractical to design structures to withstand these loads Therefore these loads

usually are not considered

Methodology

The methodology is quite simplified using the criteria stated in section 6 4 2 Once the

object or mass to be designed for is established the impact due to the mass is calculated as

the mass times velocity divided by the duration of impact The duration of impact is usually
assumed to be one second Depending on the exact flood plain characteristics in relation to
the amount and type of debris present a safety factor of 1 5 can be used Calculation of

impact loading is shown in the following example
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Assume a velocity of 5 0 feet per second and calculate the injpact load for n rmal and spe
cial impact conditions

Normal impact load the normal impact load is a 1 000 pound mass travelin at the

velocity of flow

FI MV M w
t g

F WV

gt

1 000 5 0

32 2 1

155 Ibs acting on anyone foot square surface of the su merged area

normal to the flow

Special impact load the special impact load is 100 pounds per foot of len th normal to the

flow Assume the structure is 70 feet wide

FI MV
t

M W
g

WV

gt

7 000 5 0

32 2 1

W 100 Ibs ft x 70 ft

1 087 Ibs acting on a one foot wide strip the length of he structure

FI impact load Ibs

M mass lbs sec2 1
ft

W weight Ibs

g acceleration of gravity ft sec2

6 5 Erosion Forces

6 5 1 General

Erosional forces along channel banks and fill embankments are greatly depe dent on the

direction of flow in relation to the embankment and the magnitude of the ve ocity During
flooding conditions the direction of flow can change significantly due to the olume of water

and diversion due to obstructions Also during flooding velocities are signific ntly increased

and thus the potential for erosion is great

Another important erosional condition that occurs during flooding is local sc ur Local scour

is generally caused by reduction in flow area inducing an increase in flow per unit width
which results in higher velocities This reduction in flow area or increase in v locity will occur

at the corners of structures at piers piles and walls and along embankments hat come in

contact with the flow

6 5 2 Application

Erosion and local scour should be a concern for all structures located in the flood plain
Another major concern for structures located close to the channel is bank er sion However

bank erosion and protection are not within the scope of this manual and the reader is
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referred to several good references Simons and Senturk 1976 Criteria for Channels and
Hydraulic Structures on Sandy Soils 1981 Three general situations that can exist in the
flood plain are considered in this section The methods used are conservative and apply
toward an individual structure that is not affected by nearby structures In many flood plain
situations the density of buildings and the diversion of flow from other slructures must be
considered Thus in a flood plain where the density of various structures is high it is recom

mended that qualified engineers evaluate the situation

The three typical situations that apply to different flood proofed structures are waterproofed
structures that are at ground level structures elevated on piers piles posts or walls and
structures elevated on fill Water proofed type structures at ground level see Figure 6 5 are

subject to local scour as water is diverted around the corner of the structure Piers piles
posts or walls that are used to elevate structures are subject to local scour Figure 6 6 and
require adequate burial depth or protection against scour Compacted fill used to elevate
structures is subject to erosion along the face of the fill and local scour as the fill impinges
into the direction of flow Figure 67

DIRECTION OF FlOW

DEPTH OF
FLOW d

AREA OF GREATEST SCOUR DEPTH
AT BOTH UPSTREAM CORNERS

Figure 6 5 Scour action on a ground level building

1

u

DEPTH OF

FLOW d

DIRECTION OF
FLOW

DEPTH 0
SCOUR S

i

I
I I

Figure 6 6 Local Scoure at piers piles posts and walls
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OF FLOW

SCOUR LOCATION

Figure 6 7 Scour on projecting abutments

6 5 3 Methodology

The theory and physical model testing for erosion and local scour determination has been
developed mostly for structures in or along the banks of channels The major t pe of struc
tures considered are bridges embankments and abutments However the met odologies
developed are quite applicable to the different types of structures in the floo plain The
following equations that estimate local scour are conservative For very cohesi e soils it is
likely that the scour depth will be less For a detailed consideration of local sc ur and the
development of equations presented here the reader is referred to Simons an Senturk
1976 Reference 35

6 5 3 1 Structures at Ground Level

The local scour that occurs as flow is diverted around the corner of a buildin is calculated
by

S d 2 2 r
b5

r4
where S

d

a

depth of scour hole ft

depth of flow upstream of the structure ft
the flow length measured normal to the overall direction of flo see Figure

6 5 ft

the velocity of flow approaching the structure ftsec
acceleration of gravity 32 2 ft sec2

v

g

Design of the foundation wall depths and or footings must consider the expe ted scoure or

some means of protection against scour must be provided

6 5 3 2 Piers Piles Posts and Walls

The calculation for scour at piers refers also to piles posts and walls is bas d on the

shape width and nose of the pier Three typical shapes that are associated wi h elevated
structures are shown in Figure 6 8
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o ora c

r
I

1
lJa

SQUARE QUARE NOSE WALL

b ora d b d
CYLINDER GROUP OF CYLINDERS

Figure 6 8 Typical pier shapes associated with elevated structures

The scour at square and circular piers and square nosed walls parallel to the flow is
calculated by

S d 2 2 atb5 r41
Another concern for walls is the angle or skew to the direction of flow The estimated depth

of scour should be increased by a factor given in Table 6 5 based on the angle of skew 6

Figure 6 9

Figure 6 9 Determination of angle of skew attack

I
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Table 6 5 Multiplying Factors for depth of Scour S for Skewed Walls

length to Width Ratio of Pier
in Flow

Horizontal Angle of
Attack 6 4 8 12 16

0 1 0 1 0 10 1 015 1 5 2 0 2 5 3 0
30 2 0 2 5 3 5 4 545 2 5 3 5 4 5 5 0
60 2 5 3 5 4 5 6 0

6 5 3 3 Fill Embankments

Local scour at the toe of fill embankments is calculated in the same manner using
a

O4

V
o n

S d 1 1 d vga
where ais the distance in feet measured normal to the flow along the impithe fill see Figure 6 7

The second major concern along fill embankments is erosion protection of th fill slope Par
ticularly errosive currents occur at bends slope changes or other transition ar as of channel
banks When available in sufficient size rock riprap is usually the most econo ical material
for protection against velocities greater than 5 fps Where the velocity is expe ted to be less
then 5 fps vegetation usinrvarious types of grasses should be adequate When riprap protection is used an adequale design includes slope of riprap protection adequ te sizingthickness of riprap and underlying filters For detailed design of bank protecti n the reader isreferred to Urban Storm Drainage Manual Volume 2 and Criteria for Channels and HydraulicStructures on Sandy Soils References 44 and 33 respectively
6 6 Embankment Stability

Embankment or slope stability is a major concern especially when the conditi os result in
saturated soils The following discussion on slope stability is taken from Flood roofingNonResidential Structures Preliminary Draft Reference 8

Slope stability of an earth fill or levee embankment maybe defined as the re istance of a
given embankment to soil slippage or a tendency to move toa more stable fl tter slopeangle Slope stability analysis techniques may be used to establish adequate sa ety factors to
ensure that a given embankment will perform in a satisfactory manner The sa ety factor is
generally defined as the ratio of all stabilizing resisting forces to the driving f rces the for
ces tending to cause movement The slope on the verge of failure is consider d to have a
safety factor of 1 0 For normal loading cases an acceptable safety factor woul be between
1 3 and 1 5 For extreme loading cases it may be as low as 1 1 The stability a alysis shouldbe performed for the worst loading conditions that are expected to develop
It is recommended that two modes of sheer failure be investigated the rotati nal Figure6 10 approximated by circular arc and the translatory slide Figure 6 11 that ccursalong a

definite plane of weakness near the base of the embankment
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w

a b

Figure 6 10 Characteristics of a rotational slide Reference 6

PASSIVE
PRESSURE

I
I
I I
u I ACTIVE
r PRESSURE

Figure 6 11 Translatory slide Reference 8

Figure 6 10 illustrates a cross section of a sliding soil mass along a curved surface rotational
failure surface The sliding tendency is developed by the moment of the mass about the
center of the arc as shown This moment is opposed by the total shearing resistance
developed along the assumed sliding surface Of course when all available resistance is over
come a progressive failure occurs

Various numerical procedures most involving possible curved failure surfaces have been
proposed for evaluating the rotational slide but a high degree of accuracy in defining a
failure shape is inconsistent with other inherent features of the analysis ie uniformity of
soil number of boring samples tested possible judgment in computation of angle of friction
or cohesion the weight of soil etc For this reason the simple Swedish Slide Method or the
Modified Swedish Method method of slices among others are acceptable analysis techni
ques Most geotechnical engineering firms have access to computer programs that can quickly evaluate embankment stability if a detailed analysis is required

For more detailed information relating to slope stability analysis and other embankment
design considerations the reader is encouraged to refer to Design and Construction of
Levees EM 1110 2 1913 as published by the U S Army Corps of Engineers Reference 40
However for preliminary design and cost estimating purposes a slope stability analysis is not
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generally required if standard slopes are maintained The steepest slope that should be con

sidered without detailed studies is a 2 1 slope ratio 2 horizontal to 1 vertic I unit Where
conventional mowing equipment must be used to maintain the embankment slopes should
generally not exceed a 3 1 slope ratio and 4 1 is perferred Riverside slopes ay be less

steep than the ranges presented above if erosion damage from waves or hig velocity flood
waters is anticipated

6 7 Discussion

The proceeding sections presented general discussion application and met odology for

calculating the loadings that must be considered in a flood environment Th main purpose
of Chapter VI was to identify the additional loadings created during flooding and provide the

methodology necessary to estimate the actual forces involved This chapter Iso provides the

background necessary to evaluate structural requirements for basement walls and floor slabs

Chapter XI and tie down requirements for mobile homes Chapter XIV

Although this chapter is technically oriented the calculations are relatively asy to follow
Normal structural requirements of dead live and restraint loads must be co sidered along
with the conditions imposed byflooding A structure may be subject to hydr static hyd
rodynamic and impact loads Erosion forces can occur along channel banks nd Jill
embankments while scour can locally erode the soil supporting a footing or oundation For
ces present in saturated soils can threaten the embankment stability of earth fills and levees
Table 6 6 summarizes the loadings that must be considered under flooding c nditions
Application of these loadings can provide the developer with enough inform tion to concep
tualize flood proofing requirements and do an economic evaluation Simple c Iculation of
these loadings can also provide planning and regulatory persons information 0 check or

review design loads used by designers

Table 66 Loading Summaries under Flooding ConditionsI

Load Cause

Hydrostatic
Lateral FH
Vertical FV
Buoyant FB

Hydrodynamic FO
Impact FI
Erosion

Weight of Water

Weight of Water

Weight of Water
Volume of dis
placed water

Moving Water

Floating debris

Velocity anddirec
tion of flow
local reduction in
flow area increase
in velOcity
Increased weight of
saturated soils

Scour

Embankment
Stability

ACtion

Exerts pressure against submerged sllrface
Acts in horizontaldirection on vertical or inclined s rfaces
Acts in vertical direction On horizontal or inclined s rfaces
Acts upward on horizontal or inclined surfaces

Exerts pressure on submerged surfaces
For of floatable object striking a structure

Earthen fills embankments are washed out

Severe erosion at corners of buildings and emban ments around piers
piles and walls

Slope failure Or soil slippage of earth fills levees
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VII DESIGN CRITERIA FOR STRUCTURES

7 1 General

This chapter identifies general types of flood proofing construction and critical areas of con

cern for each Floodproofing methods can be as varied as the hundreds of sites subject to

flooding in Colorado therefore design criteria for typical f1oodproofing methods are

presented here This will give a better understanding of what can and should be done in

flood prone areas

Elevated structures waterproofed structures levees and f100dwalls are all frequently used in

flood hazard areas They are defined in the following sections A freeboard requirement in
feet above the BFE has been established for all of these methods Table 7 1 presents the

freeboard for each method For a discussion of concrete and block masonry walls the reader

is referred to Chapter XI

Table 7 1 Freeboard Requirements

Freeboard

ft above IFf

Type of Floodproofing

4
3
1
1
1
1
1

Dike or levee system 100 ft upstream of a roadway embankment or bridge
Dike and levee system for community protection
Flood plain rtgulations
Building site fill
Closure of openin s

Floodproofing deSIgn of individual structures

Retaining walls and or f100dwalls for individual slructures

7 2 Elevated Structures

The starting point for design of a structure in a flood prone area is the consideration ofsite con

ditions So it is with deciding on a technique to be used for elevating a structure

In many cases the most important site factor will be flood elevation This will influence or may

even dictate the landscaping measures as discussed in Chapter III and foundation design as dis

cussed in basement design Chapter XI Direction of flood flow is also important and the surface

area of walls exposed to flowing flood waters should be minimized when orientating a new

building

Methods available for elevating structures are many They include raising on fill or raising on stilts

such as posts piles piers and walls

7 2 1 On Fill

Elevating a structure on fill so that construction is above the design flood can be a good method

for protection from flood damage However the fill material cannot generally be placed within a

designated floodway for compliance with state and federal regulations

If a structure on fill contains a basement and soil saturation is probable hydrostatic pressures
must be considered as explained in Chapter XI For other structures with all construction above

t e water level and saturation point the critical component in this kind of design is the earth
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7 2 2 On Stilts

Sometimes when a structure is to be elevated there are reasons why it should not or cannot be
raised on fill In some places adequate fill material may not be available near th site Also as was

mentioned fill cannot be placed where it would encroach onto the floodway At irdreason for not

elevating on fillr lates to function Thespace below an elevated structure may e used for some

purpose such as parking

Elevating on posts piles piers or walls may be considered if one of the condit ons above exists
The most important factors when designing these kinds ofsupports are superstr cture loads hyd
rodynamic loads and impact loads as explained in Chapter VI The structure sho Id be raised high
enough that water does not reach the lowest floor level Buoyancy then becomes a less
significant factor

7 2 2 1 Posts and Piles

Both posts and piles consist of long slender columns made of wood steel or concrete The round
square or rectangular section is the most common of many avai lable shapes Pos s are set in pred
rilled or predug holes and then a backfill is placed Using concrete for aportion 0 all of the backfill
will increase stability Pile supports differ in that theyare mechanically driven int the ground Ver
tical loads aresupported by friction between the pile surface and the soil and als by the end bear
ing capacity

The depth ofembedment for posts and piles is determined by soil conditions a ticipated loading
and scour and the spacing and size of the members Wood posts are generally mbedded deep
enough to establish required bearing forces Bearing forces depend on several s iI characteristics
and determination should be done using standard soil engineering procedure

WOOD POST

PILES

FOUNDATION BEARIN AREA

Figure 7 2 Concrete pad to increase

bearing area Reference 7
Figure 7 3 Post set on pies for very poor soils

Reference 7
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Soil testing ofa proposed fill area should be performed to establish bearing capacity of the foun
dation soil and requirement for the fill soil Potential settlement should also be investigated with
soil tests The best preventive tool against excessive settlement is to ensure proper compaction
when placing the fill material

Soils with the best characteristics for use in a structure supporting fill are well graded sands and
gravels which may contain a small percentage of fine clay material Undesirable soils include the
higtlly plastic swelling clays and also soils which are difficult to compact cohesion less silts and
very fine uniform sand With proper methods most inorganic soils will create an acceptable
fill

After a suitable fill material has been identified placement should be done at or near the
optimum moisture content for compaction Using appropriate compaction equipment such as

pneumatic or sheepfoot rollers the fill should be placed in layers no greater than 13 inches thick
Compaction 3 to 95 percent of the Standard Proctor density defined below in accordance with
standard engineering practice will suffice for most building applications

Standard Proctor ASTM D 698 78 MSHTO T 180 74 Twenty five blows ofa 5 5 Ib hammer falling
12 inches on each of three equal layers in a four inch diameter 1 30 ft3 cylinder G

The effort is 12 400
ft lb ft3 which is comparable to light rollers or very thorough tamping in thin layers

Ifthe soil contains manyparticles larger than a No 4 sieve a six inch diameter cylinder ofthe same

height is used and the blows increased to 55 per layer

Figure 7 1 shows the geometry for a typical raised on fiIl construction Some very general recom
mendations are given here

1 Local code requirements may vary but the finished floor elevation should be a minimum one
foot above the BFE

2 Riprap should be placed on the slopes if the stream velocity will exceed three fps General riprap
requirements call for 12 to 24 mean diameter riprap with a unit weight from 150 to165 pounds
per cubic foot placed in a layer at least 175 times the mean diameter Reference No 44

3 The minimum horizontal distance that the fill should extend beyond the exterior of the structure
should be 15 feet There is also an OSHA requirement for emergency exits

4 Slope stability calculations are best done by a professional engineer with the specific soil
parameters Recommended fill slopes for riprap lined embankments are 2 5 1 to 3 1 For vegeta
tion lined embankments the recommended fill slope is a maximum of 4 1

DESIGN FLOOD
ELEV 99

R1PRAP IF VELOCITY IS

GREATER THAN 3 FT ISee

MIN TOE DEPTH 2 GROUND

FOR MOST SITUATIONS ASSUME A RIPRAP lAYER OF 1 75 TIMES THE MEAN DIAMETER STONE

Figure 7 1 Ge etry for r is onfill const ion
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For large loads and or poor soil conditiQns a concrete pad should be placed in t e bottom of the
hole This increases the bearing area and capacity as shown in Figure 7 2 For ver poor soil it may
be necessary to use a group of piles and a pile cap to support each post as hown in Figure
7 3

Possible backfill material includes sand gravel crushed rock soil cement con rete and earth
Soil cement can attain strength nearly equal to concrete and is made by mixing e rth with cement
in a 5 1 ratio earth cement All organic matter should be removed frOm the soil rior tomixing If
an earthen fill is used it should provide good drainage away from the posts or piles so that
deterioration is minimized

By anchoring the posts more resistance to overturning and uplift will be prov ded A properly
designed pile support will have sufficient frictional capacity such that added nchoring is not

needed

Posts may be anchored by either embedding them in concrete or fastening the to metal pieces
which are embedded in concrete Two methods are shown here Figure 74 In ithercase posts
must be braced until the concrete sets
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Figure 7 4 Posts anchored to concrete Reference 7

If apost or pile system is incapable ofresisting the expectedlateraJ loads on their wn permanent
braCing must be added Two of the several methods are pictured here The knee b ace Figure 7 5is 2 by 6 Iumber nailed or bolted between the floor joist and post or pile Cross racing is similarbut extends from the top of one post or pile to the bottom of the adjacentone F gure 7 Gshows
cross bracing with the use of threaded rods Such bracing should be in a plane arallel with the
flood flow for the least obstruction least potential for trapping debris andm st efficient use
of material
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ROD BRACING

Figure 7 5 Knee brace Reference 7 Figure 7 6 Cross bracing with threaded rods
Reference 7

There are two basic methods used to connect post or pile foundations with the framing system of
a structure The platform method involves cutting the post or pile off at the first floor elevation and

having it directly supporting the floor beams Posts or piles may also be extended up to the roof
This is known as pole frame construction An advantage of this second method is that by connect
ing the posts at floor and roof level strength is added against lateral loads However the method is
mainly restricted to posts because it is difficult and sometimes impossible to align piles so they fit
well with the framing

7 2 2 2 Piers

Piers are another type of stilts used to elevate structures in flood prone areas They consist of
columns made with brick concrete or concrete block all of which must be reinforced It is strongly
recommended that an engineer be consulted for design of piers foundations Minimum pier
requirements are shown in Table 7 2

The pier footing design will depend greatly on the soil bearing capacity Along with bearing
capacity another consideration is footing depth which should extend below the frost zone and
below the anticipated scour depth Certain soils undergo high volume changes If this kind of soil is
present the design of footings and footing depth is further complicated It is important then to get
advice from a professional engineer Footings where needed must always be adequately tied to
the column by the reinforcement as shown in Figures 7 7 and 7 8 The figures also show the
anchoring elements used to make connections with the floor beams

Table 7 2 Minimum Pier Requirements

Pier Spacing

Pier Minimpm MinimuRi ht Angle Parallel to Useful Elevation
Material Pier Size Footing Size to omts Jomts Range

Brick 12 x 12 24 x 24 x 8 8 O c 12 o c 1 8 to 6

Concrete 12 x 12 24 x 24 x 8

Masonry or 8 x 16 20 x 24 x 8 8 o c 12 O c 18 to 8

Poured in Min 12 dia
Place Concrete or 10 x 10 20 x 20 x 8 18 to 12
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Figure 7 7 Column tied to footing with
reinforcement Reference 7

ANCHOR STRAP

REINFORCED
CONCRETE
PIER

Figure 7 8 Column tied to footing with
reinforc ment Reference 7

If the loading on piers is very high a reinforced pier wall may be needed rather th n columns The

long dimension of the wall should run parallel with the direction of flood flow so t at resistance to
the water is minimized The wall construction may also be used in conjunc ion with posts
and piles

7 3 Waterproofed Structures

7 3 1 General

Waterproofed structures include any structure that has its lowest floorelevatio below the BFE
Waterproofed structures must be adequately designed to structurally resist hydr static and hyd
rodynamic loads with adequate closure of opening below the BFE and require a equate anchor

ing systems between structural components such as walls and footings floor slab and walls and

superstructure to walls Another primary concern for waterproofed structures is t at all joints and
walls should be adequately sealed to prevent seepage of flood waters Hydr static and hyd
rodynamic loadings were presented in Chapter VI and application to walls and f oor slabs is dis
cussed in Capter XI In Chapter VIII various types and requirements of closure of penings below
the BFE are presented Thus the following sectionswill present and discuss recom ended anchor

ing systems and guidelines for waterproofing seals

In general there are three types of structures to which the following guideline are applicable
These include 1 one and two story buildings with a full basement 2 withacraw space or 3 no

basement with grade level foundation
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3 2 Anchordge

An intregal part of the design in any structure is the strength of the connections Each part ofa

building may have adequate strength but if they are not anchored together properly an

unnecessary failure can still occur It is important in a building that the superstructure is firmly
anchored to the foundation wall Otherwise the building could slide off the foundation due to large
hydrodynamic loads or it could lift off the foundation due to large buoyant loads

EXTERIOR
SHEATHING

STUDS

SOLEPLATE
SUB FLOOR

BAND

HEADER
JOISTS

12 ANCHOR

BOLT 4 O C SILL PLATE

FOUNDATION
WALL

Figure 7 9 Typical sill assembly Reference 30

The typical house will have the sill assembly shown in Figure 7 9 All components should be
anchored together to avoid a separation when flooding conditions are present Table 73 shows
recommended type and spacing of fasteners

Table 7 3 Superstructure anchorage fastening schedule Reference 29

Description of
Building Materials

Number and Types
of Fasteners

Spitdng of
Fasteners

Joist to sill plate
toe nail

Header band to joist
ends face nail

2 16d

3 16d

Subfloor to joists
face nail

Sole plate to joist
face nail

Sole plate to band
face nail

Sole plate to studs
face nail or

Stud to sole plate
toe nail

8d

6 o c along edges
8 o c along all

intermediate supports

2 16d 16 oc

16d 16 oc

2 16d

3 16d

or

Sheathing to studs
face nail

Sheathing to header
band face nail

Sheathing to sill plate
face nail Angle connector

system and sole plate
anchor system

Sheathing to doubled sill
plate face nail Doubled

sill system

8d

6 oc along edges
8 oc along

Intermediate supports
In vertical rows at

8 0 horizontally2 8d

8d 8 o c

208d
in vertical rows at

6 o c horizontally
Celotex and fiber sheathing as required by manufacturer
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Another important point of connection is the foundation footing It must be sec red to the foun
dation wall with dowel reinforcement Also as discussed in Chapter XI the wall r footing should
be tied into the basement floor slab if one exists Figure 7 10 shows these two ki ds of anchoring
and the ACI 381 77 contains specific design criteria

Q

7
Q

Q

0

o a l

Q

0

J j
Figure 7 10 Wall slab anil footing Anchored to adt monolithidy Ref rence 8

The idea behind all the kinds of anchoring presented above is to make the str cture act mon

olithicly that is as if itwere one sfid mass In some cases such as with the floor s aband footings
the two parts may be placed at the same time to make them truly monolithic This should be done
when possible to eliminate joints Joints require added attention during construct on as explained
in the following section

he need for anchoring also applies to large miscellaneous objects The most co man item to be
anchored is a tank such as those used to store fuel These storage tanks are freq ehtly seated on

concrete floors Anchor bolts such as the one shown in Figure 7 11 should be in ailed when the
concrete is placed The bolts should be 1 2 or larger diameter and embedde at least nine
inches For tanks that are bolted to free standing concrete the following guid lines should be
used
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Tank Capacity
gallons

275

500

000

5000

Minimum Volume of
Concrete Needed

yd3
073

46
2 92

4 36

FUEL TANI LEG

ANCHOR BOLT
OR

THREADED BAR

JlMIN DIAM

WASHER AND NUT

b
It

1

o

11
b

f

A C

Ao

WASHER AND NUT

Figure 7 11 Anchor bolts for storage tanks Reference 30

u

7 3 3 Waterproofing

Waterproofing a structure involves the use of construction methods and materials to prevent
water water vapor and waterborne contaminants from reaching interior spaces The degree
of water proofing may be classified as completely dry Class A essentially dry Class B or

wet Class C The discussion which follows will be primarily limited to requirements for
Class A By Corps of Engineers s definition waterproofed construction is completely imper
meable when no more than three pounds of water pass through 1 000 square feet of mem

brane in 24 hours at 40 psi

Three basic methods of waterproofing exist external lining internal lining and integral
waterproofing An external lining should be continuous over a concrete floor slab and con

crete or reinforced concrete masonry walls The use of a continuous external membrane
requires that floor slabs be rigidly connected with walls to act monolithically

u

Materials used for external membranes should be layered sheet construction of tar asphalt
bitumen and felts at least 3 ply in thickness neoprene coated nylon fabric Other sheet
material may also be approved if they meet all applicable American Standards for Testing
and Materials ASTM standards and they are designed for resistance to expected flood con

ditions Plastic waterproofing materials that may be used include polyethylene PVC
polyurethane and polyisobutylene
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Points of concern when installing a membrane will be briefly listed here

1 Turns Turns at vertical or horizontal corners should be made with fillets of t least two 2
inches dimension on any side

2 Seams Membrane seams should be overlapped at least two 2 inches and thoroughly
interleaved and protected

3 Pipes Points where pipes or ducts penetrate a membrane must be made w tertight

4 Joints Membranes should be continuous across construction joints which s

waterstops of rubber copper or plastic Figure 7 12

5 Protection from Perforation To protect membranes during backfill operation at least one

half inch of cement parging plastic sheets or similar material should be provid d

3 6 Elevation Membranes should extend at least one 1 foot above the BFE
attached or covered at its upper termination

Membrane waterproofing is shown in Figure 7 13

0

r

a b

NON RIGID PERIMETER WALL AND FLOOR SLAB CONNECTIONS

Figure 7 12 Membrane and waterstop at joints Reference 40
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Q 1IT FLOOR

BRICK VENEER

GRADE
3 CONC SlAII

MEMBRANE WATERPROOFING I

3 CONC SLAB OR SAHl

8EO TO TAKE MEMBRANE

4 GRAVEL FU

Figure 7 13 Membrane waterproofing Reference 8

Structural requirements and concerns regarding continuous internal membrane lining are

very similar to those for external membranes In general water leaks can form more easily
with internal linings This is because water pressure helps keep exterior linings tight against
the wall or slab With internal linings the water is allowed to penetrate to the inner part of
the wall or slab to where the membrane is attached Deflection is more important when
internal linings are used and it should be limited to 1 500 of the length of the shorter span
of the wall or slab

The third method of waterproofing involves addition of the waterproofing agent to the con
crete mixture This method like the other two requires that slabs and walls act together
monolithically Deflection of any wall or slab should be limited to 1 500 of its shorter span

Integrally waterproofed concrete should have a seven day compressive strength of 3 000 psiand a 28 day compressive strength of 4 000 psi Approved admixtures should not reduce the
compressive strength of the concrete They should act as a densifier and increase workability

For existing structures which are considered for remodeling or rehabilitiation waterproofingcan be achieved through the use of special building materials and fill when it is not feasible
to elevate a structure by raising the foundation The use of treated framing and sheathingmaterials mUst be considered if backfill material is placed against the structure Table 10 2
Figure 7 14 illustrates the concept of using treated building materials for protection againstthe deterioration of structural members while the fill material provides protection from flood
water inundation This flood proofing practice should be considered for flood inundation
depths generally less then two feet
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Figure 7 14 Use of treated building materials for protection against de erioration

Protection of concrete from groundwater may be required for 14 calendar d ys after place
ment Where groundwater conditions make this necessary the groundwater aybe tem
porarily removed or a temporary membrane may be used

The above discussion of waterproofing is intended to serve as guidelines for completely
dry waterproofed construction Essentially dry construction is anotheralterna ive By defini
tion essentially dry means a maximum of four 4 inches of water depth may accumulate in
a space during a 24 hour period if no water is removed However sump pum s should be
used when this rate of seepage Occurs Essentially dry construction may be u graded to com

pletely dry construction by adding external or internal continuous membranes

74 Levees

In some locations it may be economically unfeasible to adequately flood pro f each struc
ture near a river In such areas a levee system may be the best means of pro ection from
floodwaters Levees are embankments which prevent a flood from reaching a tructure or
land area The fill that is used must be capable oftesisting the imposed loads after itis pro
perly placed and compacted A freeboard allowance must be incorporated in he design of a
levee Table 1

Two of the factors that must be investigated when constructing a levee are sl pe stability
and erosional effects They will require soil testing and determination of water forces and
velocities Slope stability and erosion are discussed in Chapter VI

The availability of suitable fill material is another important concern The bor w area should
be at or near the construction site and the material sho ld be tested beforei is approved
for use Foundation material must also be tested to determine its characteristi s The proper
ties of both fill and foundation materials will help to determine what seepage nd drainage
control measures if any should be used
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Where foundation material s excessively permeable a cutoff may be used to reduceseepage Different kinds of cutoffs include sheet pile walls fabric reinforced membrane concrete walls or a grout curtain Where seepage is not large enough to require a cutoff thes epage may be collected with drainage blankets pervious trenches or perforated pipedrains Any pipe within the levee must be capable of resisting all loads that will be appliedon it Cross sections of levees and dikes are shown in Figure 7 15

DIKE OR LEVEE PROTECTION

ODD
ODD
ODD

THESE OR OTHER MEANS
SHOULD BE PROVIDED TO
NEGATE EFFECTS OF
SEEPAGE ON BUILDING

FLOOD PROOFING WITH DIKES

3

l V

SHEETPllE
CUTOFF

IMPERVIOUS
FILL

3

l

0 0

L BLANKET DRAIN

DIKE WITH BLANKET DRAIN

3

l
r

IICOMPACTED RANDOM

IMPERVIOUS FILL

FILL

DIKE WITH IMPERVIOUS CORE

ROCK OR IMPERVIOUS
STRATUM

Figure 7 15 Levees and dikes Reference 39
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7 5 F oodwdlS

The purpose of floodwalls is similar to that of levees to keep wated out of n area They
are subject to hydraulic loading on one side with little or no earth resistance n the other
side Cantilever walls cellular walls buttress walls and gravity walls arc differ nt kinds of
floodwalls shown in Figure 7 16 Possible modes of failure forfloodwalls are verlurning slid

ing or failure of underlying soil If competent rock formations are present lh floodwall
should be keyed into the rock for extra protection against failure

Cutoffs and drains should be provided to carry away any significant amount f seepage
However the presence of drains should not lessen the design for uplift press res Also drain
pipes should not be placed directly under the base of a floodwall

Two general application guidelines will be mentioned here Gravity walls are most approp
riate for low lightly loaded walls They are easy to design and construct but he large
volume of concrete can become a prohibitive factor in economic considerati ns for large
heads of water The cantilever wall is a more complex design but requires In ch less con

crete It is suitable for many situations especially where a moderately high w II is needed
The cantilever walls base may be supported on drilled piers or piles if soil c nditions are

very poor A final point in the design of this kind of floodwall is freeboard The freeboard

requirement depends on whether a single structure is being protected or a bi area of a

community Freeboard requirements were given in Table 7 1 The design and onstructionof
floodwalls should only be done with experienced professional engineering di ection

I

f

l f
GRAVITY WALL CANTILEVER WA L

t

CELLULAR FLAT DAM

BUTTRESS COUNTERFORT

Figure 7 16 Floodwalls Reference 8

I
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VIII CLOSURE OF OPENINGS

8 1 Introduction

Attention should be devoted to any doors windows vents or other openings in a structure

that are below the BFE If an existing opening below the BFE can be eliminated without mak

ing the building less functional it should be permanently closed The permanent closure

should be completely impermeable and may require added reinforcement All other openings
below the BFE must be provided with some type of closure that can be put in place easily
when needed This kind of temporary closure equipment is called a flood shield Closures

must provide protection to one foot above the BFE

Closure of openings as a floodproofing method is most applicable to structures that meet

certain criteria First the wall of the structure should be brick brick veneer concrete cement

block stone or other relatively impermeable materials The structure should have a small

number of openings unless low outdoor walls are the floodproofing method to be used

Another mandate is that the walls themselves have the structural strength to resist the water

forces up to the top of the closures Finally the structure should have a sump pump that can

take care of seepage during the flood

A comment on the availability of flood shields is in order Some custom sheet metal

businesses will make shields if given the proper drawings and dimensions Strength
requirements should be calculated for such shields There is also at least one company that

specializes in flood shields and it is listed in the acknowledgements Because flood shields

are custom designed and engineered for each application it is difficult to make any general
statements regarding prices They may vary greatly from one manufacturer to another

8 2 Material for Shields

Any durable material that can withstand the design flood loads may be used Aluminum is

often the best choice because it has the necessary strength is usually readily available and

its relatively light weight permits easy and quick installation Steel and exterior grade
plywood are other materials that are used

8 3 Installation of Shields

Shields are usually attached to a metal frame for the most reliable connection The frame

must be capable of evenly transferring the panel loading into the wall If the frame brackets

are an appearance problem it may be desirable to have a removable trim covering for the

frame Shields may be set on hinges slide track rollers or vertical pulley systems Some cir

cumstances may require that they be stored away from where they will be used

In order to assure complete watertightness gaskets or other types of seals must be used

between contact surfaces of the shield and frame Seals should be of the pressure type and

permanently attached to either the frame or the shield Inflatable seals are available through
some manufacturers

Another consideration is the type of latching device to be used on the shield Standard

bolts T bolts latching dogs wedge assemblies or other means may be used Whichever fas

tener requires the minimum time effort and skill is the best choice

Whether the shield is put on the outside or inside will depend on the user and each situa

tion The advantage of putting the shield on the outside is that the water pressure will help
create a tighter seal between the shield and frame to which it is attached On the other

hand a shield on the inside will probably be more accessible for placement and correction

of any problems
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Closure devices should be inspected annually and maintained to preserve st uctural and

waterproof qualities To improve the effectiveness of this type oJ floodproofin measure it is
recommended that an operations plan be developed and placed on the site he plan should
include but not limited to the following considerations

The warning time required to install closure devices must be determined

Drills must be conducted to make sure that closure units and fittings are on the site

Inspections must be conducted to assure that opening sealants are pres nt for all

openings

Sewer and drain lines must be equipped with backflow devices

8 4 Illustration of Closure Types

Openings are grouped according to function and different possible closure t pes3re jIIus

trated for willdows Figures 8 1 through 8 6 doors Figures 87 through 8 10 v nts and shafts
Figures 8 11 and 8 12 Other closure types are shown in Figures 8 13 through 8 16 Some

arrangements may be modified for other applications The more frequently us d closures for

residential commercial and industrial structures are shown For vertical openi gs the closure

may cover the whole opening or only enough of the opening for adequate flo d protection
A one foot freeboard allowance above the BFE should be included in this kin of closure

Low outdoor walls may be considered a closure method when built around asement stair

wells or when used to protect a structure or a portion of a structure with m ny openings

i

F

Figure 8 1 Display window shield lowered by pulley system Refere ce 33

i
j

If
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Figure 8 2 Display window flood shield rolled forward to protect window when necessary
Reference 32
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Figure 8 3 Display window flood shield Rigid shields swing down to cover windows
Reference 33
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Figure 8 6 Fastening details for window flood shields Reference 40
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Figure 8 7 Door flood shield and sealing mechanism storage in floor Reference 32
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Figure 8 9 Industrial door s ield Reference 32
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TYPICAL DOOR
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SECTION A A
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Figure 8 10 Door shield reinforcement detailing Reference 40
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CLOSURES FOR HORIZONTAL OPENINGS BELOW RFD
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Figure 8 11 Shields for vents and shafts Reference 40

Figure 8 12 Flood shield for air vent manual place ent prior
to flooding Reference 33
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Figure 8 15 Gate used as flood barrier
Detail for sealing
Reference 32
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Figure 8 16 Low outdoors walls as a flood shield for large openings eference 12
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IX INTERNAL FLOODING

9 1 Introduction

As floodwater builds up on the outside of a structure it creates a pressure which acts
inward against the structure If a structure has walls slabs or internal bracing that lack the
strength to resist this load a structural failure can occur A method that is sometimes used to
prevent this kind of damage is called internal flooding Water is either intentionally let in or

pumped into the structure As Figure 9 1 shows the water inside creates hydrostatic pressure
directed outwardly to balance the pressure acting inwardly

t t t

F9R9g 9F WATER

GROUND LEVEL

FORCE OF
SATURATED
SOIL

UPLIFT BUOYANCY FORCE

Figure 9 1 Balanced forces by internal flooding Reference 12

9 2 Implementation Considerations

In addition to pumping there are two other common methods to get the water inside One
simply involves letting the water come in through windows and door openings The windows
may be opened or designed to fail when a certain head of water exists A potential problem
that can arise when floodwaters are let in is contamination of the flooded area with bacteria
and alkali or acidic sediment Another method uses a floor blow out plug see Figure 9 2
This plug should be at least one foot square and the section should be one piece cut all the
way through the slab When replacing the plug the joint can be sealed with tar or asphalt
one inch deep into the crack The soil around the basement walls and under the floor slab
should be of a permeable nature to allow adequate inflow The plug will the be pushed in
by the outside water pressure and slab failure will be averted

This form of wet flood proofing internal flooding requires that all parts of the structure
below the base flood level be constructed and fitted with water resistant materials and
finishes Surfaces that will contact water should be nonporous to facilitate cleaning Cleanupwill also be easier if clean water is pumped into the space rather than using floodwater
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Figure 9 2 Basement floor blow out plug Reference 9

However even if a potable water flooding system is used it is best to hav a backup system

using floodwater for emergencies All spaces including cavity walls must b allowed to fill

with water and should be easily drainable as water recedes

When using internal flooding it is imperative that utilities and mechanical systems be either

located above BFE or waterproofed and firmly secured in place Fuel and c emical storage
tanks must be located above the BFE Valves that maintain equalized wate pressure and

cleanup equipment must be included in an internal flooding system

This method of wet floodproofing will obviously not lessen contents dam ge to any signifi
cant degree Applications where it would be most useful are certain indust ial buildings
existing structures and limited use basements

Before cleanup begins precautions should be taken to insure the safety 0 all utilities that

could be affected by the flood When removing the inside water after the lood an

automatic draining system should pump water out at a rate that keeps insi e water

elevations approximately equal to the receding floodwater elevation

9 3 Insurance Considerations

Although internal flooding may be useful in some situations it is not reco nized as a valid

floodproofing method by the Federal Emergency Management Agency On the Floodproofing
Certificate it is asked whether floodproofing is achieved with human inter ention Human

intervention is defined as allowing water to enter the building or filling of oreign waters

when a flooding condition is occurring When this type of measure is impl mented the

following flood insurance rating considerations should be acknowledged

Intentional flooding is not recognized as a rate reduction measure for residential struc

tures regardless of type of procedure

Measures that require human intervention are not normally permitted for residential

structures but are for non residential structures and rate reductions c n be obtained

However wet floodproofing intentional flooding is permitto for non resi entia I structures

hut no rate reductions are granted
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X BUllDING MATERIALS AND COVERINGS

10 1 Introduction

The use risk classification of a building material or covering is rated high medium or low
according to its susceptability to flood damage or loss A high rating means the material has a
high susceptability to flood damage and a low rating means it has a low susceptability to
flood damage Common materials used in residential commercial industrial and mobile
home construction have been evaluated as an aid in identifying potential flood damage in
existing flood plain structures and in providing criteria for less vulnerable materials for future
flood plain construction The definition for each risk rating is given in the next section
followed by Tables 10 1 and 10 2 showing ratings of various materials

10 2 Classes of floor Wall and Ceiling Materials

1 High Risk Materials designated high risk experience extensive loss and damage when
exposed to floodwaters and do not offer any waterproofing protection The vulnerability
of these products results from use of adhesives which are water soluble or not resistant
to alkali or acid in water including ground seepage and vapor Safe use of high risk
materials is limited to floodproofed spaces classified as completely dry

2 Medium Risk Medium risk materials do not offer any waterproofing protection but are
not as easily damaged as high risk materials The majority of materials in this class are

susceptible to flood damage and loss as a result of containing wood wood products
gypsum products or other material which dissolves deteriorates loses structural integri
ty or is adversely affected by water Safe use of medium risk materials is limited to dry
or essentially dry flood proofed spaces which may be subject to water vapor and slight
seepage

3 Low Risk Floor wall and ceiling materials in this class are waterproof and usually do not
require special treatment or protection from floodwaters Safe use of these materials is
recommended for any flood proofed structures

Special Considerations Several materials in this class are noted as impervious to clean water
but may degenerate due to alkali or acid present in floodwater An additional risk may be
associated with materials which absorb or retain water excessively after submergence and
caLIse structural damage due to water loads
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Table 10 1 Flooring Materials

Susceptabllty to

Flood Damage ot Loss

Material

Asphalt Tiles
with asphaltic adhesives

Carpeting glued down types
Carpeting nailed waterproof synthetic fibers
Cementbitumenous formed in place
Cement latex formed in place

Namie tiles
with acid and alkali resistant grout

Chipboard
Clay tile
Concrete precast Or in situ
Concrete tile
Cork
Enamel felt base floor coverings
Epoxy formed in place
linoleum

Magnesite magnesium oxycholoride
Mastic felt base flood coverings
Mastie flooring formed in place
Polyurethane formed in place
PVA l mulsion cement

Rllbber sheets
with chemical set adhesives

Rubber tiles
with chemical set adhesives

Silicone floors formed in place
Terrazzo

Vinyl sheets homogeneous
with chemical set adhesives

Vinyl tile homogeneous
with chemical set adhesives

Vinyl tile or sheets coated on cork or wood product backingsViny asbestos tile semiflexible vinyl
with asphaltic adhesives

Wood floorings or underlayments
solid or plywood with exterior glue
particle board

Wood composition blocks laid in cement mortar
Wood composition blocks dipped and laid inhot pitch or bitumen

not resistant to akali oracid in water

High
Riik

Medl m

Ris

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Low
Risk

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Table 10 2 Wall and Ceiling Materials

Susceptability to
Flood DallYge or Loss

High Medium Low
Malerial Risk Risk Risk

Asbestos cement board x

Brilk face or flazed x

common x

Cabinets built in
Wood x

Metal x

Cast stone in waterproof mortar x

Chalkboards
Slate porcelain glass nucite glass x

Cement Asbestos x

Composition painted x

Chipboard x

Exterior Sheathing Grade x

Clay tile
Structural glazed x

Clramic veneer ceramic wall tilemortar set x

Ceramic veneer organic adhesives x

Concrete porous concrete must be seal coated x

Concrete block x

Corkboard x

Doors
wood hollow x

Wood light weight panel construction x

Wood solid x

Mltal hollow x

Metal Kalamein
Fiberboard panels x

Shlathing grade asphalt coated or impregnated x

Otherwise x

Gypsum products x

Gypsum board
Standard x

Waterboard x

Keene s cement on plaster x

Plaster otherwise including acoustical x

Sheathing panels exterior grade x

Glass sheets colored tiles panels x

Glass blocks x

Hardboard
Tlmpered enamel orplastic coated x

All other types x

Insulation
Foam orclosed cell types x

Ball orblanket types x

All other types x

Metals non ferrous aluminum copper or zinc tiles x

Ferrous x

Mineral fiberboard x

Plastic wall tiles polystyrene urea formaldebyde etewith waterproof x

adhesives pointed with waterproof grout
Set in water soluble adhesives x

Paint

Polyester epoxy and other waterproof types x

All other types x

Paperboard x

Partitions folding
Metal x

Wood x

Fabric covered types x

Partitions stationary
Wood frame x

Metal x

Glass unreinforced x

Reinforced x

Gypsum solid or block x

Rubber mouldings and trim with epoxy polyamide adhesive or latex hydraulic x

cement

All other applications x

Stlel panels trim tile with waterproof applications x

With non waterproof adhesives x

Stone natural solid or veneer waterproof grout x

Stone artificial non absorbent solid or veneer waterproof grout x

All other applications x

Strawboard

Exterior grade asphalt impregnated kraft paper x

All other types x

Wooden materials 60 psi treatment with copper chromium arsenate
Framing x

Sheating x

Not resistant to alkali or acid in water

May absorb or retain water excessively and cause structural damage due to water loads
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XI BASEMENT CONSTRUCTION

11 1 Introduction

The design and construction of basements can be a complicated procedure with many alter
natives As with most design work certain assumptions are made and only commonly used
construction is considered This reasonably simplifies the design and construction tasks For
further explanation of methods and application the reader is referred to the Manual for the
Construction of Residential Basements in Non Coastal Flood Environs NAHB Research Foun
dation 1977 Reference No 24

The purpose of this portion of the manual is not to design every basement for every
application Rather the standard calculations and construction will be discussed including
the approximate extreme loading conditions that different basements can accommodate If
loading conditions are expected to exceed those levels a special design should be done by
a qualified engineer experienced in that type of work

Maximum loading conditions are often governed by buoyancy which is discussed following
strength design for walls and floor slabs

Based on the following calculations and examples it should be evident that the allowable
water loadings on basements is quite limited Walls and floor slabs may be specially designed
for higher water elevations but their design is logically limited because buoyancy considera
tion governs when water depth reaches five feet above the floor slab The allowable water

loading is the lowest elevation at which one of the following will occur wall fails floor slab
fails house becomes buoyant or floats

11 2 Types of Basements

Modern basements are usually constructed of structural plain concrete reinforced concrete
unreinforced masonry block or grouted reinforced masonry block

A plain concrete wall is typically eight inches thick without temperature or shrinkage reinfor
cement The wall s ability to withstand lateral loads is limited by its tensile strength which
varies approximately linearly with compressive strength Concrete compressive strengths are

usually designated as 2 500 psi or 3 000 psi for basement walls

Reinforced cast in place concrete walls are typically eight inches thick for residental con

struction and contain both vertical steel bars for load resistance and horizontal steel bars for
temperature and shrinkage control This type of construction is the best method when large
lateral loads are anticipated Commercial and industrial construction typically uses ten inch
wall thickness or greater For the example in this section we have used an eight inch and
ten inch wall thickness For other wall thicknesses one should go through the procedures
outlined for design

Unreinforced masonry block walls are eight or ten inches thick and simply consist of block
units set in mortar with no reinforcement This type of wall should only be used for minimal
loading it is not suitable for large lateral loads

Masonry block walls may be reinforced by adding vertical reinforcing bars which are grouted
into the block cavities Horizontal wire reinforcement may also be added at regular intervals
between some of the block courses This kind of wall can provide the necessary strength for
large lateral loads

Other wall types that have been used include cut stone rubble stone and cribbing and
planking These are no longer commonplace and therefore design guidelines are not presen
ted for them
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11 3 Design Procedure

The design procedure presented in this chapter follows a logical sequence of steps resultingin the final selection of a wall and slab design The various steps involved a e

1 Assumptions

Step one involves making assumptions pertaining to water surface elev tion in relation
to the basement floor surcharge condition ie depth of water above oil wall and
slab support conditions and design control parameter s

2 Computation of loadings

Step two is simply applying the methodology presented in Chapter VI 0 compute the
lateral and uplift bouyant forces acting on the basement

3 Wall design

The third step is design of the basement wall The wall design is deter ined by the
bending moment created by the soil water loading The soil water loading is determined
by the calculation of Yeq Thus the resulting wall design or bending m ment equation
is set up in terms of Yeq allowable

4 Compare allowable Yeq

Step four is comparison of the actual computed Yeq with Yeq allowa Ie Yeq allow
able is equal to the working load Yw determined from the design curv s

5 Slab design

Based on a completed wall design the depth of waterabove the basem nt floor is
known From the known water depth the slab design is selected

6 Typical section illustration

As a final step in the design procedure typical section detail illustrations are given in
Figures 11 20 through 11 23

114 Assumptions

11 4 1 Water Surface Elevation

The first assumption to make is the water surface elevation in relation to th basement
floor When basements are being considered within the flood plain the BFE ust be sited
One foot below the first floor Thus in relation to an eighMoot basement the maximum
depth of water above the basement floor will be seven feet This condition is illustrated in
Figure 11 1

11 4 2 Surcharge Condition

Surcharge condition refers to the depth of water above ground As discussed in Section
6 2 3 three surcharge conditions were identified for determination of the equ valent fluid
weight The surcharge condition is determined by determining what percent f the total load
ing depth is the surcharge depth In Figure 6 3 a is the height of soil loadin above the
basement floor h is the height of water above the ground surcharge and is the total
loading height or a plus h The percent of the total loading height H made p by the sur

charge h is simply

R x 100 percent of surcharge
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Knowing the percent of surcharge one can easily determine the actual equivalent fluid
weight Yeq following the methodology given in Section 6 2

IRST FLOOR
ELEVATION

MINIMUM I FOOT
V BFE

P

LESS THAN
7 FEET

8 FEET

v
f

v

1 P p

0

P f

Figure 11 1 Maximum water surface elevation above basement floor

114 3 Wall Support Conditions

An important factor in basement design is the wall support condition that exists Wall sup
port condition refers to the kind of reactions that balance the force imposed on the wall The
kind of wall support at the top and bottom of the wall will determine the location and

magnitude of the maximum bending moment that occurs due to a given loading condition
The maximum bending moment in turn governs the actual structural design The three sup
port conditions that might be assumed are shown in Figure 11 1 and given below

1 The wall is simply supported that is no moment at either end

2 The bottom of the wall is a fixed end while the top is simply supported

3 The bottom of the wall is a fixed end and the top is a free end with no support Such a

support condition is called a cantilever

I

t t
CONDITION 3

I

t f
CONDITION 2CONDITION I

Figure 11 2 Support conditions with reactions Wall is shown horizontally
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The support for most basement walls is probably a condition that falls bet een Conditions
1 and 2 shown in Figure 11 2 However by assuming the wall is simply su ported the
resulting design will be conservative in that it will accommodate a larger po itive moment
than if one end were assumed fixed In order to assume a fixed end for th bottom of the
wall the wall to footing connection must be designed to act monolithically In such caSes a
professional engineer should be consulted to consider all factors involved ith the particularsite and building Construction of a monolothic wall to footing connection i not typicalAnother area of concern would be the size of footing needed to resist the I rge moment
created

The design guidelines in this chapter have been developed based on the a sumption of sim
ply suppported end reactions This means that the top and bottom of the all must have
support that resists inward movement Because the floor structure is what p ovidesthat support it must be continuous between exterior walls Also the loading on op osite exterior
walls must be approximately the same

If the conditions above are not met a specialized design must be develop d based on all
the site and building conditions For example if there are large openings or many small
openings in the first floor due to such things as stairs or a split level conce t there may be
very little if any lateral support of the top of the basement wall Another c se where suchlateral support is missing ould be if one side of the house has a walk out asement If the
other side of the building is acted upon by saturated soil pressure the wall n the walk out
side could act as if hinged and failure would be imminent without a special design Figure11 3 shows walls with and without adequate support

ADEQUATE LATERAL
SUPPORT

INADEQJATE L TERAL
U

INADEQUATE LATERAL
SU T WHEN 9aL IS
SATURATED

Figure 11 3 Adequate and inadequate lateral support
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1144 Slab Support Condition

The basement floor slab like the basement wall is assumed to be simply supported at the
junction with the wall In order to accommodate widths for typical houses it is assumed that
there is a center longitudinal bearing wall in the basement to which the slab spans for sup
port at mid house lo ation

J
t

p

t
11

r

If t

it

t t t t i t
j D b 4

6 II

SPAN WITH

BEARING WALL

SPAN WITHOUT BEARING
WALL

Figure 11 4 Bearing wall and slab support

This breaks the total width into two shorter spans Without the bearing wall practical slab
designs would only allow very narrow basements Figure 11 5 shows four different kinds of
bearing walls The curves established for slab design consider three different span widths A
bearing wall or some other type of structural mid span support must be incorporated into the
design of a basement floor slab is using the guidelines in this chapter It is further assumed
that the slab edge is tied to the exterior basement walls so that the connection is not the
weakest point of the slab Soil beneath the slab is assumed to be undrained In other words
for this location it is not practical or desirable to use a sump pump to keep water away from
the basement walls

114 5 Design Control Parameter

The design control parameter was chosen so that the forces causing the loading on the wall
can be easily related to the design of the wall The wall design is based on the bendingmoment created within the wall The bending moment with the wall is due to the external
soil and water loading Chapter VI gives the methodology for determining the equivalentfluid weight Yeq that represents the soil and water loading condition In Section 11 6 wall
design equations are set up in terms of the working load equivalent fluid weight YOl The
working load equivalent fluid weight can also be referred to as the allowble equivalent fluid
weight for any particular wall design Thus in the final analysis the actual equivalent fluid
weight YOl can be used to select a wall design or the allowable equivalent fluid weight yo for
a specific wall design is compared with Yeq so that Yeq does not exceed yo

11 5 Computation ofLoadings

Two approaches to the design of a basement wall and slab are possible The first approachwould be a detailed design computing a lateral and uplift forces in accordance with ChapterVI and then using the ACI codes referenced for calculation of the bending moment and then
design of the wall and slab
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Figure 11 5 Buoyancy wall design Reference 26
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A BUILDING MODEL DIMENSIONS AND LOADING

MODELING Exterior wall studs

t

iJ Floor
joist

Exterior grade

Hydrostatic pressure
distribution from an

equlvalent fluld
design

8

k
Basement
slab

Footing

B STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS MODEL WALL

LOADED BEAM

s 8 2

Mu p a2 B 23a va3

B b s dimensionless
Where

Pu

a Height of soil water loading ft

s Design span length for simply
supported beam wall ft

b s a ft

b 8 Height from bottom of basement slab
to bottom of floor joist ft

s
H

u Ultimate bending moment caused by
triangular hydrostatic loadingP

u
ft lb

PH Lateral wall pressure at top of
footing equal to y

u
x a Clb ft 2

or lb ft per lineal ft of wall

8 b s dimensionless

Figure 11 6 Design loading conditions for basement walls
Reference 2

a a s 1 B dimensionless

y u Equivalent fluid unit weight which
causes

u
lb ft 3

Yw Equivalent fluid unit weight for
working load conditions equalto Y U lb ft 3

u

U Load factor 1 4

t Wall thickness inches
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The second approach makes use of the design Curves pr sented at the e d of this chapterTo make use of the design curve the user need only determine the actual equivalent fluidweight Yeq based on the assumed surcharge condition Section 6 2 For lab design all thatis required is the depth of water above the basement floor

11 6 Wall and Slab Design
11 6 1 Walls

Lateral forces from soil and water are calculated as described in Chapter I and thenappli d to the walls as follows The walls may be treated as a beam with a riangular loadassuming ground and water surface elevations coincide as shown in Figure 1 7 The maximum bending moment that can Occur in the beam is Mu The calculatio s that follow arefor a beam However the wall has four edges contributing support not just two Because ofthis ability to act somewhat as a plate the moment that must be resisted u may bereduced by ten percent In ultimate strength design a load factor of 1 4 is sed to provide amargin of safety Both the load factor and moment reduction may be includ d in the Muequation by applying them to the equivalent fluid weight as follows
1 4

Yu 11 yw

The working load equivalent fluid weight then becomes

yw 0786 Yu

Equivalent fluid weight was introduced in Chapter VI It is the fluid unit wight to be usedin calculations that will account for both soil and water loadings
By substitution and rearrangement of the Mu equation

w 4716 Mu
a3 3 2Q vg

3 3

The value that is computed yw is the equivalent fluid unit weight that car be resisted byall the given conditions incorporating the load factor discussed above

The equation for yw then takes on a slightly different form for each type 0 wallDeveloped equations for each type of wall are presented below Reference 024

Type Reinforced Concrete Ultimate Strength Design
yw 4 244 bdlf cq l 0 59q

a I B1 a 1 2
3 3

q Asfy
bdfc

Where

b Width of beam Calculations are per one foot width of wall

d Effective depth distance from compression face to centroid of tensio steel

As Cross sectional area of steel per b width expressed as square inche

Fy Yield strength of steel in psi

Fe Compressive strength of concrete in psi
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Type Structural Plain Concrete Ultimate Strength Design
w 4716 3 25 VfC 7 2t2

aj B 20 0 12

3 3

Type Pldin Masonry Block Working Stress Design

No Grout

w 1 1 6 0 St 24 12

aj B lQ V1
3 3

Solid Grout

yw 1 1 6 0 St 41 12

al B lQ Vii
3 3

Type Reinforced Masonry Blode Working Stress Design

yw 1 1 6 0 30 37d21 000

aJ B2 1 1 000

Based on a particular wall design and the allowable yw the allowable height of soil water
loading has been calculated This has been done for an eight foot high wall for each type of
wall construction The information has been plotted and is shown in Figures 11 8 through11 14 along with cross sections A simple stepby step procedure for using the design figuresis listed here prior to an example

1 Compute Yeq for site

2 Go to figure for desire type of wall

3 Move vertically upward from equivalent fluid weight to intersection with curve of the
desire wall thicknesses Then move horizontally left to find allowable height of soil
water loading

4 If loading height is lower the desired for a building in the design stage try one or more
of the following a select the higher strength concrete fe 3 000 psi b select the
greater wall thickness c select a stronger wall type d select the smaller spacing for
reinforcement

5 If loading height is greater than five feet see discussion of buoyancy considerations
Section 11 7

Example

A house with basement is being designed for a particular site The homeowner desires abasement of 12 inch thick plain masonry block with solid grout in the cavities He wants toknow how deep he may put the basement Assume a soil water loading condition of h lessthan 0 25 Chapter VI From Table 6 1 assume a Yeq is chosen for the kind of soil at thesite and that value is 97 pet

Enter Figure 11 9 at Yeq of 97 move up to the curve for solid grout then move over tofind the allowable loading height of 4 8 feet This is less than the limit for buoyancy so thehomeowner may place the bottom of the wall up to a maximum of 4 8 feN deep
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11 6 2 Slab

The design considered here for basement floors will be for a reinforced con rete slab
Ultimate strength design theory is used First the loads must be calculated 0 assumed let
the effective load per square foot on the slab be called w The determinant for ware
water height partial superstructure load transferred to the slab and slab dca load

w 624 H F t 12 150

H height of water above bottom of slab in feet

t slab thickness in inches

AF shift in superstructure load from footing to slab due to decrease in caring capacity
and increase in settlement of footing due to pore pressure from floo water

f1F a Superstructure load to footings
Area of slab

a 1 4

Now using ACI318 63 method 3 table 2 case 6

Mu l4M actual 1 4 0 063 wA2 for AlB 0 5

For ultimate strength design the capacity moment equation becomes

Mu Dlbd2 fcq 1 0 59qcapacity

b 12 f 2 500 psi fy 40 000 psi

q Asfy d t 34 h PM t l1fa

bdfc

12
As bar As x Sp Sp bar spacing in inches

When actual Mu equals capacity Mu the equation becomes
29

14 0 061 624H 23 12 5t Al 12 12t l 1252

500
bar As 1240 J 1 0 59 x bar A 1240

Sp 2 S 12t 1 12SY Sp 5 12 1 125j
The variables A slab span t slab thickness b height of water loading and
cross sectional area may all be assumed and the equation may be solved for
This has been done for 12 ft 15 ft and 18 ft spans using 4 or 6 reinforcem
results are plotted and shown in Figures 11 14 through 11 19 Reference No

r As single bar
ar spacing
nt and the
6

The design figures may be used as follows

1 A maximum loading height has already been determined for soilwater 10 ding on the
basement wall Use the water surface elevation associated with that loadi g condition as
the starting point for slab design

2 Enter the figure with the appropriate span length and reinforcement size

3 For the depth of water move horizontally to the right to intersect the cur e with the
desired slab thickness Then look straight down to find the required spaci g of the
reinforcement
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Example

Continuing with the example for basement wall design the starting point here is water
depth of 4 8 feet assuming the owner had the basement wall installed to that depth Assume
the basement is 24 feet wide with two 12 foot spans The decision is made to use 4 rein
forcing bars Entering Figure 11 14 at a 4 8 foot depth of water there are three possible
choices For a four inch thick slab the bar spacing would be five inches nearest half inchIf
a five inch slab is used the bar spacing would be 8Y2 inches Or an inch spacing could be
used if the slab were six inches thick

STRUCTURAL PLAIN CONCRETE
Unre i nforced

oJ

CIl
CIl

7 Ultimate Strength Design
8 9
u I

ftu 3 25 m 7 psi

ftu pennissible stress In

tension in concrete

t wall thickness

a H
6

Ol
C

0
IV
o
J

5
3000 psi

ESIGN
SSUMPTlONS

t

o
III

0

H

t

PH YIIl X a

8 0

8

oJ

Ol

CIl
I

3

t
o 50 100 150 200 250 300

Working Load Ylll or Equivalent Fluid Weight pcf

Figure 11 7 Ultimate strength design example for 8 unreinforced concrete walls
Reference 26
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17 Buoyancy

11 7 1 Ceneral

Buoyancy considerations will usually limit the soilwater loading to a height of five feet
above the bottom of the basement slab This level corresponds roughly with the bottom of
basement windows It may be desired to use this relationship such that internal flooding will
begin when water reaches the five foot level The loading allowed for buoyancy must be
compared with that loading which is allowed by wall and slab strength Internal flooding
should commence at the lowest of these levels

The following calculations serve as an example by illustrating the maximum water surface
elevation a typical house can withstand before becoming buoyant The loads used in this
example are not meant to be representative of every structure Local codes should be con
sulted to provide the necessary design load requirements Because loading conditions may
vary greatly from one structure to another it is desirable to perform calculations such as the
following for each particular site and structure

117 2 Example Calculations

First assume a single story house 30 by 50 feet in plan with a 6 foot rise for the trussed
roof and a distance from floor level to eave of 10 feet
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SW Weight of basement slab and walls

6 Slab 150 pcf x 6 12 ft x 1 500 sq ft
Exterior Walls 100 psf avg for concrete and block x 8 x 160
Interior Walls 35 psf avg x 8 x 50

Forces shown in Figure 11 20 are defined as

B Buoyant Force 0 0624 D ftl x b x 1 500 sq ft
C Basement contents weight
V Soil shear load
b Height of water table above slab bottom ft

Uplift will be impending when B W SQ C tV

If C and V are assumed zero

O 0624b 1 500 69 28 254 5

b 346

Figure 11 24 Bouyant force calculations

Estimates for soil shear may be made

v clay 0 2 KSF

v sand QJM K x b X KA X f
2 ftl

KA coefficient of active earth pressure 0 33

f coefficient of soil frictions 0 33

v sand 1lfi l 5 x 0 33 x 33 0 01 KSF

Conservatively then V v x A 0 01 KSF x 5 x 160 8 0K

Basement contents may also be estimated

C 0 003 KSF x 1 500 sq ft 4 5 K

Including soil shear and contents the allowable depth becomes

b
69 28 254 5 8 0 4 5 3 59

0624 x 1 500

Assume a second story is added to the house from the preceding example
W 69 3 K second floor ceiling first floor 8 walls

W 69 3K 1 psf x 1 500 sq ft 27K 3 7 psf x 8 x50 4 7 psf x 8 x 0

112 5K
128 0

4 0

SW 254 5

t
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W 112 9 K

b W SW

0 06241 500

112 9 254 5 3 92

93 6

With V and C included

b 112 9 254 5 8 0 4 5 4 06

93 6

An outward reinforced extension of the footing of one foot will allow an increase in the
water table of slightly more than one foot This then shows the basis of five feet being used
as maximum height of water loading
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XII ELECTRICAL

12 1 Main Power Service

The incoming main power service equipment including all metering equip ent must be
located above the Base Flood Elevation BFE where power can be disconn cted at a singlelocation The main switch should control all electrical circuits throughout th structure exceptfor emergency lighting circuits Structures that will be isolated by water duri g floodingshould have a remote disconnecting switch at an accessible point above th BFE The
freeboard requirement for electrical control panels and main switches is on 1 foot

12 2 Stationary and Portable Equipment

All major electrical control panels transformers elevator power equipment and other
stationary equipment should be located above the BFE Switches outlets or wiring below the
BFE can be isolated on flood vulnerible circuits and should be well marked s such on the
circuit breaker box Permanently installed electrical equipment at below the BFE must be of
the submersible type

Portable electrical equipment may be located below the BFE provided it is equipped with
submersible quick disconnects If possible all movable equipment should b moved out of
potentially flooded spaces at the time of a flood warning and before the fl r where the
equipment is located becomes wet

12 3 Emergency Lighting

For structures that would require emergency evacuation operations or pers nnel to occupythe building during flooding conditions an emergency lighting system shoul be installed
The system should be installed above the BFE with a separate distribution p nel and should
have a separate power source which cannot be affected by a waterelevatio at the BFE

Battery operated lighting units should be completely self contained and sh uld indicate the
state of charge at all times The emergency lighting units should automaticall provide lightwhen the normal source of lighting is de energized The emergency lighting houldpermitpersonnel a safe exit to an area above the BFE

1 2 4 Wiring

All electrical wiring systems installed below the BFE must be suitable for co tinuous sub
mergence in water and all splices must be submersible type Where there ar electrical con
duits subject to flooding they should be self draining

12 5 E vators

The electric power equipment of elevator systems must be located above te BFE
Automatic type elevators should have a home station above the BFE to whic the elevator
will automatically return after use

12 6 Sump Pumps

Structures utilizing sump pump equipment should have a float operated war ing alarm that
acts independently of float devices used to start and stop pumping equipme tAutomatic
starting standby generators located above the BFE should also be provided hestandby
generator must be capable of continuous operation for at least 125 percent nhe estimated
duration of flooding
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XIII MECHANICAL

13 1 Introduction

Heating air conditioning ventilation and plumbing systems should be installed in spacesabove the BFE The freeboard required is one 1 foot In some multi story commerical struc
tures it may be most practical to locate all mechanical and electrical controls on an upper
top floor When mechanical equipment must be placed below the BFE the following
guidelines should be used Electrical components and connections of mechanical systemsshould conform to guidelines in Chapter XII of this manual

13 2 Heating and Air Conditioning Systems

When fixed heating and air conditioning equipment cannot be installed above the BFE dik
ing around them can be used to exclude floodwater and also help protect them when inten
tional internal flooding is performed to protect parts of the structure Diking would be a
permanent measure that is functional at all times A dike wall with removable shield is shown
in Figure13 1

MECHANICAL
EOUIPMENT

REMOVABLE
SHIELD

Figure 13 1 Dike wall with removable shield Reference 12

The fuel supply line of gas or oil operated systems located below the BFE should contain
automatic shutoff valves that are activated by rising floodwaters Also there should be a
manually operated shutoff valve for the fuel supply which can be controlled from a pointabove the BFE Fuel lines must be attached to furnaces by flexible or swing type couplings
The heating equipment and fuel storage tanks should be securely anchored to prevent flotation and to withstand hydrodynamic and impact forces All heating equipment and fuel

storage tanks should be vented to an elevation above the BFE

13 3 Ventilation

All ventilation duct work that is below the BFE should have openings which allow internal
flooding and drainage of the ducts The openings should have covers that are kept closed bygravity force during normal operation Where duct work below the BFE passes through a
waterproof wall or floor or connects to heating or air conditioning units the duct shall have
a mechanical closure assembly which is operated from a location above the BFE
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134 Plumbing

Components of plumbing systems below the BFE must be designed to mini ize loss of

stability or tightness that could permit infiltration of floodwaters or permanent y impair the
functioning of the svstem Plumbing lines and fixtures should therefore bese ure from poss
ible damage due to stored materials or items in the vicinity which may be shi ted by
floodwaters

1 34 1 Contamination

Contamination of the water supply and backup of contaminated water lines re of great
concern during a flood Water lines below the BFE should be designed sotha they always
contain pressure which is greater than the maximum expected hydrostatic pre sure of the
floodwater

134 1 1 Water Supply Wells

Water supply wells tanks filter softeners and heaters should be protected y using covers

walls copings or castings Vents should be extended to a point above the BF

Private potable wells should not be developed from any source capable of bing directly
polluted by floodwater Private wells should have protection in the form of a atertight cas

i ng that is sealed at the bottom of the well in an impermeable stratum Altern tively the cas

ing must extend several feet into the water bearing stratum

l34 1 2 Backflow Prevention Devices

Installing automatic backflow prevention device on the main water service Ii es at all build
ing entry locations will help prevent floodwaterbackflow or siphonage that ca occur with a

water line break Manually operated shutoff valves that can be operated from bove the BFE
should be installed as a safety feature to be used in case of failure of the aut matic device
Storm drainage and sanitary sewer lines that enter a structure below the BFEs ould also
have a backflow prevention device

134 2 Sanitary Sewer Systems

Included in the design of sanitary sewer systems that must remain in operati n during high
floodwaters should be a sealed holding tank and necessary mechanical control to prevent
diicharge during the flood Vents from such a system must have the outlet rai ed above the
BFE The design of individual sewage disposal or treatment Jacil itiesin a flood azardarea
should take into consideration the following location of water supply wells ter table soil
cnarjoCteristics and topography Cesspools and seepage pits should not be allo edas a per
manent installation in a primary flood hazard area

134 3 Disinfecting Water Systems

S hould floodwater contaminate a water supply system all potable water equi
witer storage tanks ete should be disinfected with a chlorine water solution isinf ctedsys
tems must be flushed thoroughly with clear water before use Various solution strengths and
their standing times are given betow Reference No 28

Standing Time hrs

24

3

3

Parts per million of Chlorine

SO

200

200

For swabbing interior of water storage tanks

t
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XIV MOBILE HOMES AND PARKS

14 1 Anchoring Systems

Mobile homes that could be susceptible to damage by floodwaters should be adequately
anchored For someone seeking federal flood insurance for their mobile home this is a prere

quisite The purpose of anchoring is threefold it helps prevent flotation collapse and lateral
movement

Many manufacturers of tiedowns are meeting the FEMA requirement for 4 800 pound
sometimes stated at 4 725 pounds strength in their equipment It should not be assumed

that all equipment will meet this requirement Dealers and manufacturers must be ques
tioned regarding their products before installing the anchoring system

The minimum anchoring system that is considered should always meet or exceed all local or

federal requirements The 4 725 pound criteria will be used here as will the generally accep
ted factor of safety of 1 5 One further note should be made on the load limits for anchors
Deflection of the anchor strap connection should not exceed two inches during maximum

loading conditions

The two types of anchoring that are used are frame ties and over thetop tiedowns Some

regulations state that over the top tiedowns may not be necessary if the mobile home design
provides the equivalent structural strength when anchored according to the manufacturer s

specifications and meets the minimum FEMA requirements However it is best to use both
kinds of ties to insure adequate protection against lateral and buoyant forces Any canopies
or additions to a mobile home should be secured with over the top tiedowns

14 1 1 Straps

Basic Equipment The component of an anchoring system which passes over the mobile

home top or fits around the frame I beam is commonly a metal strap The metal strapping
should conform to American National Standards Institute ANSI A1I9 1 Reference 3

specifications In general all metal strapping from mobile home equipment supp iers con

forms to the ANSI specifications However this fact should be verified when purchasing
metal strapping Two feasible alternatives to the standard metal strapping are cable and
chain The main considerations for cable are flexibility and protection against corrosion Pro
tection against corrosion is provided by galvanizing Flexibility of cable is based on the num

ber of and subsequently the size of strands used to make up the cable The more strands
the more flexible the cable The use of chains simply requires that the chain be capable of

withstanding the 4 800 pound strength requirement of FEMA Table 14 1 gives various chain
and cable sizes and strengths in comparison to metal straps Other alternatives which have
been used include manila or nylon rope but these are not in common use and manufacturer
standards are not being developed for them However if these other materials are used they
must be sized to meet the FEMA strength regulations The metal straps are becoming
standardized by the industry and many newer mobile homes come equipped with them from
the factory The factory installed straps have the advantage of not being visible when the
mobile home is set up and skirted Owner installed straps are visible and require roof brac
kets at the edge of the roof

The exterior exposure of anchoring brings up another important consideration All anchoring
equipment including straps brackets buckles and anchors must be able to withstand the
corrosive forces of the environment In order to maintain the required strength for the life of
the structure components should be galvanized New recommendations are for a minimum
of 0 067 ounces of zinc per square foot of steel surface Manufacturers also may soon have
to put their stamp on their products
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14 1 2 Anchors and Accessories

The second part of the anchoring system to be discussed is the anchor itself There are

many kinds but the most common one is the helix or disc anchor The minin um rod
diameter for this anchor is 5 8 and disc diameters are usually four or six inch s The helix
and x type anchors are pictured in Figure 14 1 The x type is also useful but only in rock It
should not be used in other soils Dead man and concrete slab anchors are shpwn in Figures
14 2 and 14 3 but they are not often used Some of the typical frame anchori g system
equipment that might be needed for some systems is also shown Figure 14 4

Table 14 1 Chain and cable sizes and strengths 1983 dollars

Type of M teri I Working Unit
Size Load Ibs Costs

Metal Strap 125 by 0 035 4 800 0 21 ft
Galvanized Strand
Cable 1x7 EXlra High 3 8 15 400 O 14 ft
Strength Grade 1 2 26 900 0 27 ft

Galvanized Rope 3 8 13 590 76 ft
6x19 1 2 23 940 1 1 21ft

Galvanized Aircraft
Cable most flexible 3 8 14 400 671ft
7x19 12 22 800 991ft

Chain Grade 70 6 7 5 16 4 700 5 18 ft
3 8 6 600 6 M ft

Grade 40 highest 3 8 5400 3 28 ft
716 7 200 4 19 ft

Grade 30 Proof coil 5 8 6 900 5 98 ft
3 4 9 750 8 74 ft

Two 3 8 steel clamps Grade 40 or equivalent must be used when fastening chain rope or ca Ie to frames arid
anchors
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MINIMUM ROD
DIAMETER 5 8

MINIIIUM DEPTH
4 FEET

a SINGLE HELIX
GROUND SURFACE

II MULTI HElIX

16 LMINIMUM DIAMETER TYPE A

l8 MIHIMUII DIAMETER TYPE AA

I

TYPE A A SCREW AUGER OF MINIMUM AUGER DIAMETER OF 6 WITH A MINIMUM 58 DIAMETERROD INSTALLED WITH A MINIMUM DEPTH OF 4 FEET ALSO 8 SIZE ARROWHEAD ANCHOR

TYPE AA SAME AS TYPE A EXCEPT MINIMUM AUGER DIAMETER IS 8 ALSO 10 SIZE
ARROWHEAD ANCHOR

100 Dlmlll SDll IOCI
II IIArURAl GlOUIID 01 OIIVEII
III A PIlDIRUD IIDU

Figure 14 1 Helix disk type soil anchor and x type crossdive rock anchor Reference 19
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Figure 14 2 Deadman anchors Reference 19
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SYSTEM COMPONENTS

STRAP SEAL INSTALLING TOOL

C SPLICE DEVICE

FRAME BRACKET

CONNECTING STRAP TO ANCHOR

SPLICE DEVICE METHOD

FRAME 8RACKET METHOD

Figure 14 4 Anchoring system equipment Reference 18 30
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14 2 Strength Design for Anchoring

local and federal government requirements already exist for the number an spacing of ties
for mobile homes The FEMAregulation requires that all mobile homes place within zone A
on a community s Flood Hazard Boundary Map FHBM shall be anchored to resist flotation
collapse or lateral movement by providing over the top and frame ties to gr nd anchors
Specific requirements are that iover the top ties be provided at each of th four corners
of the mobile home with two additional ties per side at intermediate locatio s and mobile
homes less than 50 feet long require one additional tie per side ii frame tie be provided at
each corner of the home with five additional ties per side at intermediate poi ts and mobile
homes less than 50 feet long require four additional ties per side iii all co onents of the
anchoring system be capable of carrying a force of 4 800 pounds and iv any additions to the
mobile home be similarly anchored

14 2 1 Water loadings

From the calculated water loadings the required tiedown force in pounds p r linear foot of
mobile home will be determined Several assumptions must be made about t e anchoring
system As shown in Figure 14 5 the mobile home is assumed to be tied do n only at the
bottom outside edges as would occur with an over thetop tiedown This is n cessary
because with both frame and over the top straps the structure would be stati ally indeter
minate and could only be solved by knowing the flexural characteristics of th mobile home
Such complex calculations involving experimentally determined values are n t justified

After the requirements are computed for the statically determinate model fr me and over
the top straps may be assumed to carry approximately equal loads Then the number of
anchors can be determined

Figure 14 5 shows the forces acting on a mobile home during a flood Furthe assumptions
are also noted Variables used in calculating the forces are defined here

FHl and FH2
FD
FBl and FB2
Wt

W

Tv
TH
TT
h1
h2
Y

Cd
P
V

H drostatic Forces

Hydr dynamic Forces

Buoyant Forces

Weight fMobile Home

Width f Mobile Home
Vertical Tension n Upstream Tie

Horizontal Tension n Upstream Tie

Total Tension n Upstream Tie

Water dept upstream side

Water depth wnstream side
Specific Weight of ater 62 4 Ib ft1

Drag oefficient 1 31
Mass Density of Wat r 1 94 slugs ftl

Velocity of Water in fps
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hI
Fo

FHI

4
w

I
oJ

TT

Figure 14 5 Mobile home water loading diagram
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Assumptions

Water is moving perpendicular to long side of the mobile home For low velocities

buoyant force governs and direction of flow is relatively unimportant Fri tion on

supports becomes zero Water is free to get under the mobile home De th h2 h1
0 5 feet There will be some drop but a larger drop results in less requi ed tension in

the strap this assumption should result in a conservative design

Mobile home plus load weighs 21 Ib ft2 Reference 19

Drag coefficient is 1 31 Wind forces on mobile homes Robert H Harris Reference 14

Strap on downstream side is vertical so as the mobile home becomes b oyant there will
not be added horizontal force on straps

The following equations are used to calculate required tiedown force per Iin ar foot of

mobile home

1 FH1 r h

2

2 FH2 Y h2
2

3 Fo CdP V2 hI
2

4 FB1 h2 Y W 5 FB2 0 5 J w
2

7 Tr rHl 1 FH2 h32 Fo 1 FB1 FB20 Wt W

6 Nt W 21

8 T H Fo FHl FH2 9 TT v P

The mobile home weight and water loads may all be accurately assumed or alculated for
various conditions Required tiedown force is then calculated per linear foot f mobile home
The two unknown forces that remain are the tiedown tension forces The ups ream tie will

have the greater tension so it is solved for by first summing moments about he lower right
hand corner in Figure 14 5 eq 7 This gives the vertical tension component n the tie Sum

ming forces in the horizontal direction gives the horizontal tension componen in the tie eq
8 Now the total tension or required tiedown force is calculated eq 9 Fig re 14 6 shows

the required anchoring force per linear foot for each side of a 14 foot wide obiIe home
under different conditions The number of required anchors for specific mobil home lengths
is also shown Figure 147 presents anchoring information for 24 foot wide m bile homes

14 2 2 N umber and Spacing of Anchors

Current standards say all anchoring components should be capable of carryin a 4 725

pound force To account for the safety factor of 1 5 the expected force on ea h anchor

should not be allowed to exceed 3 150 pounds

Example Calculation Number and Spacing of Anchors

1 Assume a 14 x 66 foot mobile home with an expected water depth of t feet and a

velocity of five feet per second From Figure 14 6 14 anchors would be requir d The spac

ing is computed as 66 divided by 14 1 5 feet Fourteen minus one is used s the divisor
because an anchor must be located at each corner

2 Assume a 14 x 56 foot mobile home with an expected water depth of 0 e foot and a

velocity of 10 feet per second From Figure 14 6 270 Ibs of anchoring force p r linear foot is

required The total anchoring force on each side is 56 x 270 or 15 120 Ibs T e number of

properly installed anchors would be 15 120 divided by 3 150 48 or five per ide The spac
ing is computed as above
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I

These examples may be compared to the total ties per side required by FEMA regulations
which is eleven Obviously the required tiedown strength for some situations would be
greater than the minimum government standard Also note that according to the methods of
calculations used here there does not seem to be justification for the FEMA requirement of
additional ties for mobile homes shorter than 50 feet However typical conditions that the
FEMA regulations apply for a 70 x 14 mobile home are 1 water depth 1 6 and velocity 5
fps 2 water depth 1 5 and velocity 10 fps and 3 water depth 1 2 and velocity 15 fps

The required anchoring force on the downstream side of a mobile home may be less than
the upstream side but it is best to keep the anchoring system symmetrical As in the last
example above five anchors on each side would be directly across from each other

Note that at some point it becomes unrealistic to try to anchor a mobile home The
anchors may be designed for a strength that far exceeds the wall and floor strength of the
mobile home It may also be observed that for low to moderate velocities the velocity of
the water is not usually as critical as the depth and hence buoyant force Velocities lower
than 5 fps do not significantly change the required anchoring force

As long as the force on an anchor does not exceed 3 150 pounds both a frame and over
thetop strap can be connected to it The frame strap can be slanted up to 450 from vertical
so that it will carry the lateral loads that might be present

14 2 3 Soil Strength

The strength of the equipment used in anchoring may be predicted fairly well Not so easily
determined is the pull out capacity of the soil in which the anchor is embedded Soils are
often classified by the Soil Test Probe value The higher the test value the more holding
power the soil will have It is important to know that the test value can change seasonally
Although soil class descriptions may vary by state a commonly used system is

D

Hard Rock

Very dense andlor cemented sand
coarse gravel and cobbles preloaded
silts and clays
Medium dense coarse sands sandy
gravels very stiff silt and clays
Loose to medium dense sands firm
to stiff silts and clays alluvium
fill

Test Probe Torque Values
NA

550 Ibs in and up

A

B

c 350 549 Ibs in

200 349 Ibs in

Based on the test values an anchor of the proper size can be selected that will withstand
the loading requirement Most of the time charts and other information from the
manufacturer must be relied upon to choose the anchor that is needed That anchor must be
capable of holding 4 800 pounds when installed in the particular soil at the site where it is
used Pull out capacity increases with increasing embeddment depth and increasing disc
diameter

Data from experimental tests on soil pull out capacity are available and further investigationis ongoing However the best source of information for local characteristics is someone who
has previous experience with that particular soil and location

The best general recommendation for anchors is to use a helix anchor at least four feet longwith a six inch diameter disc A shorter anchor length will cause a greatly reduced soil resis
tance Also recommended would be a field test of pull out strength under saturated
conditions
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14 24 Concrete Requirements for Anchors

As stated earlier anchors embedded in concrete are not very often used If t ey are used a

minimum amount of concrete is necessary An example for approximation of he concrete

volume needed can be obtained as follows

Multiply the required anchoring force per linear foot times the length of the mobile home

This is for one side so double the value The net anchoring force of theconc ete is Yc Yw

82 6 Ibs ft1 Yc 145 Ibs fp Yw 624 Ibs fP Divide the total anchoring force needed

by 82 6 Ibs ft to arrive at the volume of concrete that is needed A factor of afety of 1 5

should be used For the 70 foot mobile home considered earlier

Total Anchoring Force Needed 330 Ibs ft170 ft2 46 200 Ibs

Volume of Concrete 46 200 lbs 82 6 Ibs ft1 x 1 5 839 fp

31 1 yd1

As with all floodproofing measures the economic feasibility should be consid red I n this

case the cost of concrete anchors can be compared with the cost of disc ty e anchors Table

14 2 gives a summary of three anchoring possibilities for the examples in this chapter

If sixteen separate concrete dead man anchors are used they would be about 2 yd1 each in

volume At 50 per yd1 then concrete cost would be 100 per anchor The metal compo

nent embedded in the concrete costs about 4 A total of 104 anchor is de initely exorbi

tant when compared with about 8 materials cost for one of the sixteen disc type anchors

that could be used

Table 14 2 Anchor System Alternatives for a 70 14 Mobile Home 1983 dollars

Anchor Type Equipment

Reference 18

Anchor
Strap Tensioner
Strap Coil 60
Strap seal
Split devices
Frame bracket

Helix Anchor

Subtotal

Hand installation tool

TOTAL
Individual Concrete
Anchors 2 yds concrete

concrete ancnor

Auger hole excavation
strap tensioner
Strap coil 60
Strap seals
Spice devices
Frame bracket

TOTAL
Structural Concrete
Slab Anchor bolts

Strap tensioner
Strap coil 60

Strap seats
Spice devices
Frame bracket

Structural slab

TOTAL
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14 3 Installation ofAnchoring

Installation of tiedowns requires additional considerations beyond the necessary strength
and spacing Over thetop straps should be placed along the wall stud locations and should
not connect to anchors directly beneath windows or other openings Also all straps should
be checked seasonally for proper tension especially in areas where frost heave occurs

Different possible arrangements for connecting ties are shown in Figure 14 8 The type of
set up used will affect the loading of the anchoring components

Mobile home equipment suppliers will have the equipment that has been mentioned and
also electric drive machines for installing disc type anchors Putting in disc type anchors by
digging a hole then backfilling is not generally recommended because disturbed earth loses
much of its shear strength Methods used to install anchors or attach anchoring equipment to
mobile homes should always be in accordance with the manufacturers instructions

144 Layout of Mobile Home Parks

The alignment of mobile homes within a mobile home park should be done with certain
points kept in mind The performance of natural drainage lines and other features which helpcontrol runoff should not be hindered Also to minimize both the hydrodynamic force on
each home and the backwater created mobile homes should run lengthwise approximately
parallel with the flow direction of the floodwater

Following is a summary of suggested criteria for new mobile home parks or expansions of
existing mobile home parks

a Cround anchors provided for tiedowns
b Mobile homes anchored to prevent flotation during flooding
c Lots elevated on compacted fill
d Adequate surface drainage provided
e Necessary space provided for access by a mobile home hauler
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14 5 Other Considerations for Mobile Homes

All other considerations for mobile homes in flood prone areas will follow th guidelines set

forth in previous chapters of this manual

Water Loadings

Follow the guidelines set forth in Chapter VI

Structural Designs

Follow the guidelines set forth in Chapter VII

Closure of Openings

Follow the guidelines set forth in Chapter VIII

Building Materials and Coverings

Follow the guidelines set forth in Chapter X

Electrical Systems

Follow the guidelines set forth in Chapter XII

Mechanical Systems

Follow the guidelines set forth in Chapter XIII
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xv ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY OFFLOODPROOFING
15 1 Introduction

The tools of economic analysis can provide the potential floodproofing user with important
information on the comparative benefits and costs of various flood proofing methods This
chapter presents the procedure for eval uating the economic feasibility of fIoodproofing
under two different condi tions when flood proofing costs are compared to either the flood
insurance premium rates where available or to the probable estimated flood damages
experienced by an unprotected structure Information on flood plain data and flood
insurance is publicly available through the Colorado Water Conservation Board CWCB and
the Federal Emergency Management Agency FEMA

Economic evaluations provide the most accurate answers when all comparisons are reduced
to equivalent dollar amounts Floodproofing often deals with highly subjective and intangible
costs such as loss of life risk of injury or destruction of cherished property The user is
cautioned to carefully consider these aspects when interpreting a benefitcost B C analysis
A B C ratio less than one is normally interpreted as an undesirable economic condition
however the practice may be certainly acceptable in a life threatening flood hazard area

15 2 FJoodproofing Benefits Versus Probable Flood Damages

The economic feasibility of flood proofing is evaluated by comparing the total cost of the
floodproofing installation operation and maintenance to the amount of money that will be
required to repair flood damages that are likely to occur if the structure is not flood proofedThe amount of the reduced flood damages is equivalent to the economic benefits of
flood proofing

A simplified example offloodproofing a single family residence by elevation on compacted
fill is presented as a reference illustrating the following approach to economic analysis see

Example I

15 2 1 Benefits of Floodproofing

To estimate future flood damages two sets of information are necessary 1 a graph of the
frequency of flooding versus elevation of flooding at the site Figure 15 1 and 2 the
relationship of flood depth to structure damage Figure 15 2

The flood elevation versus frequency curve is obtainable through CWCB The depth to
damage ratio tables are developed by FEMA and based on damages previously experienced
by structures of simjliar size construction and use Depth todamage ratio tables have also
been developed for building contents Our example does not include an estimation of con
tents damage but the user is encouraged to develop these additional cost factors

Careful consideration should address other sitespecific or personal factors identified with
flood damages loss of access to property disruption to utility services loss of life or limb
loss of business profits for commercial structures loss of livestock or the emotional hardshipof anticipating harm or hardship due to major flood

All flood related damage costs should be reduced to an equivalent annual amount ExampleI converts the estimated structural damage to a percent per 100 of structural value related
to each flood frequency level The annual benefits attributed to floodproofing are equal to
the damages that the floodproofing method would reduce

15 2 2 Costs of Floodproofing

The cost of flood proofing varies with the type of structure method of flood proofing the
degree of desired flood protection materiql and labor costs and the site location After the
total Jump sum project cost is estimated it is necessary to ammortize the cost over the
economic life of the structur
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Example I addresses the cost of flood proofing bYI elevation on compacted fill Fill costs are

extremely variable and depend on length of haul moisture condition and vol me of fill

Excavation companies contacted in the Denver area could give only broad pri e ranges

without the necessary site specific information Ranges of 5 9 per cubic yard of fill were

estimated and 7 per cubic yard is used in Example I Fill prices can increase to S 10 15 per

cubic yard for sites located in mountainous area

15 2 3 Comparing Benefits to Costs

In order for a floodproofing method to be economically acceptable the ben fits of the pro

posed floodproofing method must be greater than the cost This results in a b nefit tocost

ratio greater than one The higher the B C ratio the more economically desira Ie the flood

proofing method A B C ratio of less than one should be carefully considered n instances

where the benefits include safety considerations

15 3 Floodproofing Costs Compared to the Benefits of Reduced Flood Insurance Premiums

The benefits associated with flood proofing in an area where flood insurance s available are

computed as the reduction in premium rates for a floodprooded structure An combination

of floodproofing and insurance coverage may be used to cover any portion of a structure s

value and contents up to maximum limits Example II compares the benefit of purchasing
flood insurance for the total value of the structure to the cost of floodproofin by elevation

on compacted fill

Flood insurance protects against only direct physical loss of a structure and ts contents if

desired Flood insurance will not reimburse for many other flood related loss s such as

damages to landscaping swimming pools or access driveways loss of busines or living
expenses incurred while an insured building is being repaired or replaced Th user should

consider the impact of these possible losses when evaluating the benefits of lood insurance

15 3 1 Determining the Benefit of Reduced Insurance Premiums

A Flood Insurance Rate Map FIRM delineates the Flood Hazard Zone and he BFE for a

particular site within a flood plain The proposed elevation of the lowest floo of the struc

ture must be determined by a site survey The FEMA insurance rate tables ar entered for a

specific building type and flood hazard zone rating and insurance rates are Ii ted for various

floor elevations above the BFE To qualify for reduced insurance rates the 10 est floor must

be elevated 1 to 2 feet above the BFE

Insurance rates are broken into two major classes pre FIRM construction el vation rates for

buildings constructed prior to December 31 1974 and post FIRM constructi n elevation

rates for buildings constructed after December 31 1974 Post FIRM structure must submit

applications to the National Flood Insurance Program NFIP for ratings if the lowest floor

elevation is more than one foot below the BFE or if the lowestfloor is at the BFE for single
family mobile homes

The annual benefits of floodproofing a structure to a given elevation above he BFE are

equal to the insurance rate reduction available to the flood proofed structure The maximum

benefit usually occurs when 2 flood proofing methods protect to or raise the I west floor 1 2

feet above the BFE

15 3 2 Floodproofing Costs

Annual floodproofing costs are discussed in Section 15 2 2 Example II illustr tes the cost of

flood proofing by elevation on compacted fill

When comparing floodproofing costs to insurance reduction rates the flood roofing protec

tion is estimated to extend to the level necessary to qualify for the desiredr ducedrate
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15 3 3 Compilrison of Rilte Reduction Benefits to Floodproofing Costs

After all costs and benefits are reduced to annual amounts the B C ratio is computed The
value of the B C ratio is discussed in Section 15 2 3

154 Summilry

Values for flood proofing costs and the corresponding benefits are extremely site and
method dependent The examples and information presented in this chapter are meant to
aid the potential flood proofing user in identifying and systematically evaluating the several
options available for flood protection

EXAMPLE I ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF FLOODPROOFING
NO FLOOD INSURANCE IS AVAIlABLE

Construction within a flood plain is planned for a 1 500 sq ft split level singlefamily
residency valued at 90 000 A site survey shows the ground elevation to be 1 017 5 feet
above MSl mean sea level No basement is planned therefore the ground elevation will be
the first floor elevation The economic benefits of f1oodproofing by elevation on compacted
fill are considered in this example

CJ1culate the Annual Benefits of Floodproofing to the Probable Annual Flood Damage Costs

Probable flood damages are calculated by preparation of Table 15 1 The steps to construct
this table follow

1 Plot the planned floor elevation of 1 017 5 on the Flood Elevation versus Frequency
curve Figure 15 1 A vertical line drawn from the floor elevation to the intersection with
the elevation frequency curve represents the depth of flood water which would occur

above the planned floor level Enter this depth in column 1 and the corresponding fre

quency in column 2

1
2 Probability of a flood occurrence frequency Enter in column 3

3 The difference between successive probability values is computed in column 4

4 The building range ratio table for a split level no basement is shown in Figure 15 2 A
curve is constructed from this data for better damage estimates from untabled water

depths Enter in column 5 the percent of damage due to the corresponding water depth
in column 1

5 Average successive damage percent in column 6

6 The average damage rate for a given flood occurrence is equal to the change in pro
bability multiplied by the average damage percent Column 4 x column 6 column 7

7 The total damage is the sum of all average rates up to the desired flood depth or

frequency

Calculated Benefits

Usual flood proofing protection extends to the 100 year flood level or BFE which for this
structure would be 2 5 above the first floor Summing column 7 up to the 100 year flood
yields an estimated annual damage rate of 0 59 100 The benefits of floodproofing then
become 531 per year for a 90 000 home
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Flood damages can be calculated up to any known flood occurrence As shown n Table 15 1

the damages due to a 500 year flood would be 0 78 100 of structure value r an annual

total of 702 Floodproofing this home up to the 500 year level or 44 above t e lowest

floor would represent benefits of 702 per year

Annual Cost of Floodproofing by Elevation on Compacted Fill

For protection up to the 100 year flood occurrence elevate the lowest floor 2 The one

time project cost of constructing a compacted fill must be reduced to an annu I cost

1 Determine the volume of fill necessary to elevate the house 2 5 Refer to hapter 7

For a 1 500 square foot house elevated 2 5 volume of fill 574 eubic yards

2 Cost of fill 7 leu yd includes loading hauling placing and compacting

3 Project cost total 7 cu yd x 574 cu yd 4 018

4 Convert 4 018 to an annual or amortized cost

The amortization factor varies with the interest rate and the economic life f the

structure

At a 12 interest rate and a 30 year expected economic life the amortizati n factor is

806

The amortized cost of the flood proofing project Total Cost
Amortization Factor

Calculated Costs

The annual costs for flood proofing this house up to the 100 year flood level b elevating it

2 5 are

4018 499
8 06

Comparison of Benefits to Costs

The annual benefits of floodproofing this house up to a100 year frequency fI d would

equal 531 The annual cost of the f1oodproofing method of elevation on fill ould be 499

As defined in this approach the economic benefits of flood proofing this struct re exceed the

cost This desirable economic relationship is reflected by a benefitcost ratio g eater than 1

and for this example
B 5ll 1 06
C 499
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EXAMPLE II ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF FLOODPROOFING
FLOOD INSURANCE AVAILABLE

A 1 500 sq ft split level residence valued at 90 000 is planned for a location within a flood
plain A FIRM Flood Insurance Rate Map shows the site is within a flood hazard zone rated
A15 with a BFE equal to 1 020 feet above MSL A site survey reveals the ground elevation of
the house no basement is planned will be at 1 019 feet above MSL Compare the costs of

elevating on compacted fill to the benefits of flood insurance

Annual Benefits of floodproofing Reduction in Cost of flood Insurance Premiums

Using Post FI RM Construction Elevation Rates for Buildings the insurance rates per 100 of
value are listed below The total maximum insurable value for a single family structure may
not exceed 185 000 Basic insurance rates are applied towards the first 35 000 in value
additional rates cover value up to the insurable limit

Rate 100

BasicAdditional
0 10 006

0 10 006

0 13 006

0 22 006

0 60 0 50

Elevation of
Lowest Floor
Above BFE

3

2
1

o

1

TOTAL COVERAGE COST

Basic Additional Total
35 33 68
35 33 68
45 5 33 78 5
77 S 33 110

210 275 485

Post FIRM rates apply to construction after Dee 31 1974

This table shows that if the first floor remained at the original elevation of 1 019 feet or one

foot below the BFE total coverage would cost 485 per year Elevating the first floor to two
feet above the BFE or 1 022 feet would reduce the yearly premium to 68 per year

The benefits of flood proofing are the reduction in premiums

485 68 417 per year

Annual Costs of floodproofing

The cost of floodproofing by elevation on fill follows the calCulation methods in Example I

In order to qualify for minimum insurance premiums this structure must be elevated two
feet above the BFE of 1 020 feet Given a site elevation of 1 019 feet the elevation of the fill
must equal three feet Volume of fill is calculated to be 720 cubic yards and total price

7 x 720 5 040 Amortized costs of 5 040 806 625 are calculated by the same pro
cedure shown in Example I

Comparison ofBenefits to Costs

The benefits of floodproofing this house to two feet above the BFE are equal to 417 in
reduced flood insurance premiums The annual cost of f1oodproofing by elevation on fill is

625

From the economic factors addressed in this problem the costs of flood proofing outweighthe benefits and therefore appear economically unfeasible The benefitcost ratio of 417 625
07 reinforces this conclusion
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Table 15 1 CalQilatlon of Probable FIctod Damages

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Flood Water f Probability eMn e Avera ra

Depth Over 1 In of TOtal ate

floor ft Depth Probability x 6

frequency

0 12 0833 3
0245 4 5 1102

5 17 0588
0231 7 5 1732

28 0357 9

0206 11 0 2266

2 66 0151 13
0051 15 5 0790

2 5 100 0100 18
0034 21 5 0731

3 150 0066 25

0036 26 0 0936

4 330 0030 27

0010 27 n 0272

44 500 0020 27 5
7829

Total Damage Rate 0 78 per 100 value
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